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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Firefighters were still on the
scene at 7:30 a.m. Monday after
spending all night battling a blaze
at the former Lynn Grove School
building.
According to Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Chief Greg Cherry,
firefighters were called to the
blaze about 10:30 p.m. Sunday
after several residents of the area
called 911.
Cherry said volunteers arrived
to find the southeastern portion
of the 60-year-old building fully
engulfed in flames. The blaze is
being touted as the biggest fire of
1997 for CCFR.
"There's no indication at this
point as to where the fire
started," Cherry told the Ledger.
"The state fire marshal's office is

being called in today to investigate, but that's standard procedure whenever you have a fire at
an apartrnent (complex)."
The structure was built in 1937
after the previous building
burned. In recent years, the former school had been converted
into an apartment complex and
Cherry said at least eight of those
apartments (unoccupied at the
time) were lost in the blaze.
Cherry said volunteers had to
shuttle water in from surrounding
agencies after having trouble getting enough water pressure to
fight the blaze.
Because of that, Cherry said it
took more than two hours to get
the fire under control and fire-
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Burley
prices
vary

LOCAL

Parade winners
announced
The Murray Rotary Club announces the following winners
from Saturday's Christmas
parade:
CLUB DIVISON — Kentucky
Lake Kennel Club, first; Rotary
Club, second; Calloway County
FHA, third.
CHURCH DIVISION —
Coles Campground, first; Emmannuel Baptist, second; First
Baptist, third.
COMMUNITY DIVISION —
Ryan Foods, first; Eastwood
Academy, second; Kenlake
Foods, third.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Burley tobacco prices in Kentucky have varied based on the
color and sorting of leaf during
the first two weeks of sales.
Cigarette companies have rewarded farmers with high prices
for carefully graded red-tip tobacco, but prices have dropped
off sharply for farmers who
didn't sort their tobacco or
brought in green or yellow
burley.

Rare plant
found at LBL
LAND BETWEEN THE
LAKES, Tenn. (AP) — A rare
potato-bean plant has been
found in relative abundance in
what is described as a valuable
discovery.
Fifty-five of the Price's
potato-bean — named after botanist Sadie Price who discovered the plant near Bowling
Green, Ky., in ;he 1800s —
have been found on five acres
beside Lake Barkley, about 30
miles from Clarksville.
The plant is on a federal list
with other plants that are
threatened.
However, the late August
discovery during a five-year
study sponsored by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service offers
hope.
WEATHER
Tonight...Rain likely.
Nearly steady temperature 35
to 40. Southeast wind 5 to 10
mph. Chance of rain 70
percent.
Tuesday...Periods of rain.
High 40 to 45. Chance of rain
80 percent.
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A Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteer douses hot spots which may linger after the former Lynn Grove
School burned Sunday night. CCFR volunteers were assisted by firefighters from three other agencies.

"I never imagined that tips
would go for $2.05 a pound,"
said Gary Palmer, the University
of Kentucky's tobacco extension
specialist. "But I also didn't expect prices on some grades to be
as low as they have been."
Overall, Kentucky burley
prices have been reasonably
strong.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Tmes photo

TAKING GIANT STEPS: These camels were among the hundreds of participants in Murray's annual Christmas Parade Saturday morning.
Many residents braved the cold temperatures to watch the event.

Prices have averaged $1.901 a
pound since the markets opened
Nov. 24, according to the Burley
Tobacco Growers Cooperative.
That price is nearly 2 cents a
pound off last year's average
• See Page 2

Alexander wants
freedom to offer
in-state tuition
By DAVID RA1AEY
Staff Writer
About one out of every four
Murray State students come from
out-of-state incentive grant counties — and MSU is footing the
extra costs for about half of those
students.
MSU president Dr. Kern Alexander said last week the new
Council on Post-Secondary Education needs to give Murray State
more leeway in offering in-state
tuition for out-of-state students.
Alexander encouraged a regional advisory group studying
post-secondary education in western Kentucky to include the proposal in its recommendations to
improve education and economic
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development in the area.
Currently, Murray State has
"achievement scholarships" for
out-of-state students in areas in
Illinios, Missouri, Tennessee,
Alabama and Georgia.
Of the 8,811 students enrolled
at Murray State, 852 are from incentive grant counties. Of those,
497 are from the four counties in
Tennessee that are reciprocal
counties with Kentucky. Students
from the four counties — Henry,
Obion, Weakley and Stewart
counties — pay an in-state tuition
rate and MSU gets reimbursed.
The reciprocity agreements are
based on Kentucky and Tennessee sharing student populations in
those counties. While Murray

Sheriff doubts
additional arrests
in Heath shootings
DR. KERN ALEXANDER
State picks up students from
Henry, Obion, Weakley and
Stewart Counties, the University
of Tennessee-Martin is picking
up a similar amount of students
from Graves County, Kentucky
Alexander told the regional advisory group last week that "we
don't want an even swap."
MSU has requested to extend
the program into Illinois, but it
has been refused by state
• See Pao. 2

The
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)
investigation into last week's
deadly shooting spree at a high
school is winding down with no
signs that anyone assisted a student charged with killing three
classmates, Sheriff Frank Augustus said.
Augustus doubts that there will
be more arrests in the shootings
last Monday at Heath High
School that killed three students
and wounded five others, The Paducah Sun reported today in a
copyright story.
"We just aren't hearing anything to show that anyone helped
plan the shooting, that anyone encouraged it or that anyone had
knowledge that it was going to
take place," Augustus told the
newspaper late Sunday.

Investigators spent the
weekend interviewing more witnesses and friends of 14-year-old
Michael Carneal, who is charged
as a juvenile with murder and attempted murder in the shootings.
"Right now, I don't foresee
that we'll make any more arrests," Augustus said. "1 think
some people had bits and pieces
of information that something
was going to happen. But I don't
think any one person knew
enough that charges can be
Augustus said the active probe
into whether anyone else was involved in the shootings could end
today or Tuesday.
• See Page 2
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FROM PAGE 1
fighters will probably be at the
scene until noon Monday making
sure the fire does not flare up.
"We were dumping massive
amounts of water on this thing to
bring it under control," Cherry
said. "Taking a guess, I'd say we
went through about 300,000 gallons of water just last night.
We're still going through about
300 gallons a minute hitting the
hot spots this morning."
Along with nine CCFR trucks
and 37 personnel, the Murray
Fire Department and others were
called to assist.
"(MFD) came out with their

PET
TALK

ladder truck and we also had help
from Graves County Fire-Rescue,
who brought two tankers, the
Cuba Fire Department brought
two tankers and the Sedalia Fire
Department brought a tanker,"
Cherry said.
Personnel from the Murray
Ambulance Service were also
called and remained on stand-by
at the scene but no injuries were
reported. Deputies from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department also responded to the scene.
As a result of the fire, Cherry
said residents of the Lynn Grove
area will experience a drop in
water pressure Monday and may
notice a discoloration.
Attempts to contact the building's owner, Troy Stovall, were
unsuccessful Monday morning.
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by
Dr Bob Salley

Older dogs may develop tumors,
both cancerous and benign. Females
may develop mammary tumors or
nodules on their breasts. Males may
develop testicular of prostate
cancers. Neutering the pet when
young offers the best protection
against these tumors.
A pet rabbits diet is mostly commercial pellets plus small quantities
of yeast like carrots, lettuce, sweet
potatoes and beets. Remove any
leftovers within a half hour.
.2.
Moving into a new home with a
cat, try to place he litter box,feeding
area, bed and scratching post about
where they were in the old house.
Show the cat what's where.
4.
Giving away new puppies? Put a
baby blanket in the whelping box.
then send puppies out with a piece
that smells hike...Mom."
- • as.
4
.
Intestinal,
...oms may be theareason
for a change in a pet's appetite.
coughing. diarrhea, weight loss, a
rough-dry coat or poor appearance in
general. Bring the % et a fresh stool
sample.
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CALL NOW! 1-800-669-8957

WANTED: Horne
For 5€ Sofidays
This great big bear needs
someone special to
spend Christmas with.
Rezister to win him at

Charlie s SafeiT
Discount Pharmacy
tilendale at Whitriell
753-3175
'rake ;Jour Christmas "beary.

Your Farm
Is Your
Life - And
You Can't
Entrust
That To
Just
Anyone.
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FROM PAGE 1
"Unless we turn something up
by Tuesday, we'll start turning
our attention to preparing the
case against the suspect," he
said.
Detectives interviewed three
more Heath students Sunday. Augustus said three to five more
would be interviewed today or
Tuesday.
"They aren't kids who we
think might have some definite
icformation, but kids who were
standing out there where ,the
shootings occurred," Augustus
said. "We just want to talk to
them again to see if they remember anything they didn't tell us
before."
Augustus said although the focus of his investigators' work is
likely to change this week, detectives will "keep their ears open"
for information about possible involvement of others.
County Attorney Dan Boaz
agreed that the investigation is
nearing an end.
"At some point, you reach the
point of diminishing return," he
told the newspaper late Sunday.
"We're still working on it, but
we aren't making much progress.
We just don't have anything."
Earlier Sunday, grief-stricken
residents flocked to churches as
pastors offered words of hope
and forgiveness to people trying
to cope with the deaths of the
three students.
"Grief can take many forms,"
the Rev. Don Young told a
packed Bible Baptist Church,
where mourners gathered just 48

hours earlier to mourn the deaths
of Nicole Hadley, Jessica James
and Kayce Steger. "Sometimes it
even takes anger. But it sure does
take your energy."
Worshippers wept and prayed
on the first Sunday since police
say Carneal opened fire on his
classmates with a .22-caliber pistol as they wound up their daily
informal prayers at the high
school.
Commonwealth's Attorney Timothy Kaltenbach said he will
seek the maximum penalty, life
without the possibility of parole
for 25 years. No one younger
than 16 can be executed under
Kentucky's death penalty law.
In addition to the three students left dead, two others were
partially paralyzed and three suffered lesser injuries.
The transformation from
tragedy to triumph- permeated
Young's message, driven home
powerfully by an excerpt from a
poem written by Chuck and
Gwen Hadley in memory of their
slain 14-year-old daughter.
"Her smile remains although
she's gone.
Her subtle shyness now
prevails.
Sight unseen, but always here.
Her name, Nicole, remains so
dear."
The Hadleys attended the service but left the reading to one of
the pastors in attendance. A statement from the family also was
read to the emotional congregation, thanking the community for
its unwavering support.
At St. Paul Lutheran Church,
where Carneal's family sat near
the front, there was a message of
forgiveness.

Jury selection ending
in Unabomber case
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
- The first phase of jury selection is scheduled to end this week
in Theodore, Kaczynski's trial,
but unresolved legal issues still
cloud the Unabomber suspect's
case.
One practical matter is settled
- the arrival of ICaczynski's cabin, which now sits in a guarded
warehouse at Mather Field just
outside Sacramento after a threeday journey that ended Friday.
The cabin is the centerpiece in
the defense's effort to show jurors that the 55-year-old former
math professor devolved into a
deranged hermit during his life of
virtual isolation in the Montana
wilderness.
"I think they'll have a lot better idea of what Mr. Kaczynski
had to go through in the 20 some

years he lived in Montana," defense attorney Dennis Waks said.
Attorneys expect to finish
choosing a pool of about 80 prospective jurors by Wednesday, although a dozen of those face
challenges or have job-related
problems. The field will be
whittled down again next week to
12 jurors and six alternates.
The jury will eventually decide
whether Kaczynski is guilty of
four bombings that killed two
men and severely injured two
others. If they convict Kaczynski,
the same panel would decide
whether to sentence him to death.
If convicted in the last of the
attacks - the only one to occur
after the federal death penalty
was reinstated - he could be
executed.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This chart was printed incorrectly in Friday's
edition of the Ledger & Times. The Ledger & Times regrets the
error.
KIRIS Accountability Scores from the 1997 testing data for local
schools:
CALLOWAY
Base
Score
Goal
Pct.-x
Elementary (all three average) .... 47.7
50.5
52.9
54
East
43.7
47.2
49.3
63
North
43.6
45.9
49.2
41
"'"'SlititiMest
46.4
53.5
51.8 131
Calloway Middle
47.5
48.6
52.8
21
Calloway High
51.2
54.7
56.1
71
MURRAY
Elementary.
Murray Middle
Murray High

Base
Goal
Score
Pct.
54.5
57.8
59.1
72
55.9
56.3
60.3
9
51.7
60.9
56.5- 192

x- Percentage cf goal achieved.

The biggest problem every farmer faces is
the inability to predict the future.
Since you never know when or
where a disaster will strike, you
need to insure' your farm with someone
you can trust I'll provide you with the perfect Grange
coverage to protect your farm from the threat of the
unknown, and you can count on my experience and
commitment to personal service to keep you safe
well into the unforeseeable future. So call me today
for more information about Grange Farm Insurance.
Your partner in protection

ra

INSURANCE CENTER

go
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Mr. Gatti's

All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti Buffet

This Holiday Season!

Includes Salad de Drink

Let us make mealtime easier
amidst all the hustle and bustle
of the holiday season!

2 Lunch
2 Dinner

OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

for

$799

for $899
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officials.
Other students from incentive
grant counties are not reimbursed
for waiving out-of-state costs and
Murray State picks up the cost of
a $1,000 per semester tuition
adjustment.
For example, this year a Kentucky resident undergraduate
pays $1,060 for full-time tuition
and fees. Out-of-state tuition is
$2,860 for full-time tuition and
fees, but students from incentive
grant counties pay $1,860.
"We're effectively giving scho
larships to students from southern
Illinois, Missouri and west Tennessee to attend our Murray State
University," Alexander said.
The students must meet certain
academic standards and live on
campus.
Murray State has extended the
program in recent years to include areas near major metropolitan areas, including cities like
Nashville, Memphis, St. Louis,
Atlanta, Birmingham, Huntsville
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
SINGING THE SEASON IN: Members of the Murray State University Concert Choir sing by candlelight
and Montgomery.
during the annual Hanging of the Green ceremony Sunday evening in the Curtis Center.
"It helps us to attract students,"
Alexander said.
Alexander said the students
from the incentive counties are
some of Murray State's best
students.
FROM PAGE 1
Extending the reciprocity
price, but prices have been edg- spread between low-quality and in hopes of getting a higher price
agreements would allow Murray
ing up since the opening day av- top-grade leaf, he said.
later in the sales.
State to attract even more stuerage of $1.896 a pound.
dents from those areas.
Snell said 5.2 percent of this
Despite the narrower spread,
Will Snell, tobacco economist
year's crop had gone to the bur"We need to work around the
the overriding theme to this
at UK, said overall prices have
ley cooperative's pool because it
artificial boundries," Alexander
year's markets is that buyers will
been higher than he expected, esfailed to receive a bid at least 1
said. "Due to our geography, we
pay more for tobacco separated
pecially given tobacco's political
have some major problems."
cent over the support price. By
into grades.
troubles and a generally lowAlexander also said extending
the time -Inarkets close in FebruPalmer said buyers are even
quality
crop. Average prices
the reciprocity agreements will
ary, officials expect that lowpaying less for stacks of goodprobably will drop in coming
help economic development in
quality leaf will cause that pool
quality tobacco if the rest of the
weeks as more low-quality leaf
the area.
same grower's leaf is mixed. He figure to rise to about 10 percent.
arrives
in warehouses, he said.
"States like Illinois are spendAfter two years in which virtually
said he saw buyers pay $1.87 a
The same weather conditions pound
ing a lot more per student on edunothing went into the pool, Snell
for red tips when the farthat hurt quality have kept yields
cation, and those students are betsaid it has plenty of room to acmer's other stacks were not
down.
That has kept overall sup- graded
ter prepared," Alexander said.
cept the added tobacco.
properly, while nearby
plies tight and helped prop up the stacks of
"You are gambling that you can
Palmer said the quality of leaf
red tips were going for
price, Snell said.
keep them here in west Kentuay
coming to market during the next
$2.05 a pound.
The lower-than -expected
six weeks is not good. Recently,
after they luve_ But I believe it
Prices for leaf with a mottled
supply caused prices for mixed- appearance
he said, he saw a batch of towere particularly
would help create jobs in western
grade tobacco to rise somewhat weak. Farmers
bacco on which the grower had
have been rejectKentucky."
in recent days, narrowing the ing bids
rejected the bid.
of about $1.50 a pound
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GOP threatens witnesses with perjury charges
WASHINGTON (AP)- Sen.
Fred Thompson, R-Tenn., says he
plans to recommend the Justice
Dillpartrnent bring perjury charges
against several people who testified in his campaign fund-raising
inquiry.
"It will be a matter of days,
probably," the chairman of the
Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee said on NBC's "Meet
the Press." "There'll probably
be a half-dozen or so."
A committee member,- Sen.
Bob Smith, R-N.H., has said the
list could include Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, former deputy
White House chief of staff Harold Ickes and former Democratic
National Committee co-chairman
Donald Fowler.
Other congressional Republicans on the Sunday talk shows
targeted Attorney General Janet
Reno for her decision to forgo an
independent counsel's investigation of campaign fund raising by
photo

Dollar higher, stocks fall in Tokyo

lelight

r

TOKYO (AP) - The dollar
rose to a 5 1/2-year high against
the yen today, boosted by continued economic strength in the
United States and worries over
the health of Japan's economy.
Tokyo stock prices retreated.
The dollar was trading at
130.31 yen in late afternoon, up
0.95 yen from late Friday in Tokyo and above its 130.20 yen
level in late New York trading.
It last traded above 130 yen in
May 1992. It now has gained a
total of 3.19 yen in the last six
trading days in Tokyo.
The dollar received another
boost Friday in New York when
the U.S. government reported unemployment fell to a 24-year low
of 4.6 percent in November. Following an initial dip as low as
129.43 yen in Tokyo today, it
gained strength amid persistent
worries over the outlook for Japan's sluggish economy.
A key Finance Ministry official, Eisuke Sakakibara, also
passed up an opportunity to comment on exchange rates while
making a speech in Tokyo,
Kyodo News reported. That led
to speculation that the government may not intervene in the
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currency market to support the
yen.
The dollar's early weakness in
Tokyo followed weekend reports
that quoted Taku Yamasaki, a senior governing party politician, as
saying he supports selling holdings of U.S. Treasury bonds to
free up funds for Japan's ailing
banks, traders said.
Traders viewed Yamasaki's
comments as a step to prop up
the yen, which has lost 12 percent of its value against the dollar
so far this year.
Japanese sales of U.S. Treasury bonds effectively mean selling dollars for yen because the
proceeds would be repatriated
into the Japanese currency.
But the dollar shook off these
concerns as the Japanese trading
day wore on, climbing back up
above 130- yen late today.
The Tokyo stock market,
meanwhile, posted its fourth decline in the past five trading
days.
The benchmark 225-issue
Nikkei Stock Average fell 292.91
points, or 1.78 percent, closing at
16,131.57. On Friday, the average had gained 117.69 points, or
0.72 percent.

Storm leaves muddy
cleanup in California
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63
41
131
21
71
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9
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would have to go to the Justice
Department for carrying out that
contempt citation. And she would
be making the decision on that."
Reno did not rule out sending
Burton the memo, with sensitive
information blacked out.
On "Face the Nation," she insisted: "I'm not protecting anybody. If I were protecting people,
I'd close up the shop and go
home."
She added that Clinton and
Gore are not out of the woods.
"We have not closed this investigation in any way," she
said. "No one has been
exonerated."
Republicans contended that's
not- reason enough for the attorney general to continue an investigation of the man who appointed her, which both the GOP
and Freeh consider a conflict of
interest.
Hatch surprised Glenn on the
program with the disclosure that
he plans to send Fre,eh a letter today asking him to investigate
Democratic fund-raising irregu-

President Clinton and Vice Presi-. ,appointed independent c•OUnsel IQ
look into fund-raising calls that
dent Al Gore.
Gore made from the White House
Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, and Clinton may have. In a
said he is asking FBI Director 69-page brief and accompanying
Louis Freeh to bypass Reno, his news conference, she said they
had broken no federal laws.
boss, and investigate Democratic
fund raising. "I have no doubt
Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind.,
that the political appointees in the chairman of the House Govern(Justice) Department who have ment Reform and Oversight
been influencing her are doing Committee, said on "Fox News
nothing but protecting the presiN Sunday" that the panel will condent," Hatch said on the CBS sider recommending a contempt
of Congress charge if Reno reshow "Face the Nation."
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, _shot fuses to comply with its subpoena
back: "Was it protecting the seeking Freeh's memo endorsing
president when she appointed an independent counsel.
"We're going to reach maybe
four independent counsels that all
took aim at the White House?" a little crisis here," Burton said.
Before the cameras were turned Asked whether he would cite
on, Glenn flashed Reno a thumb- Reno for contempt, he said:
to-forefinger OK sign and told "That's the step we'll have to
her he admired her for standing look at next."
But with a chuckle, he ackup to her principles on the indenowledged an inherent problem
pendent counsel decision.
with that action: "Obviously, if
Reno announced Tuesday that
we cited her for contempt, it
she would not seek a court-

LAGUNA BEACH,Calif.(AP)
- Light rain continued to fall
early today as crews cleaned up
from a powerful Pacific storm
that flooded homes and was
blamed for at least one death.
This renowned art colony
where a 1993 fire wrecked 441
homes felt the brunt of the
weekend storm. Flooding was so
widespread that Orange County
supervisors declared a local state
of emergency that will help the
area apply for aid.
"When you live in California,
this is the bottom line," said
Robbin Maddox, assistant manager of the Big Dog sportswear
shop, which had 2 inches of mud
on the floors. "You get fires, and
floods and mudslides and it's a
beautiful place."
The storm dumped more than 7
inches of rain in Laguna Beach,
flooded mobile home parks up
the coast and dropped snow in
the Southern California mountains, where a hiker missing
through the stormy weekend was
found dead Sunday.
Searchers found the body of
missing hiker Karen Tellez, 40,
in the snowy Angeles National
Forest. The Palmdale woman became separated from friends Friday and was believed to have
died of exposure.
Poor weather also hampered
emergency crews trying to reach
the crash site of a plane that went
down in rainy weather on Sunday, killing two people.
The Cessna 172 crashed at the
3,000-foot level of the rugged
Lytle Creek area near the San
Bernardino National Forest. It
was not immediately clear if the
weather was responsible.

The two-day storm flooded or
damaged dozens of homes in several counties, including more
than 20 in Riverside County. Dozens of people were forced to flee
two Huntington Beach mobile
home parks as water rose several
feet deep.
Bulldozers pushed mud out of
downtown Laguna Beach, where
runoff Saturday turned into a torrent that undermined the oceanfront boardwalk.
Sandbags proved useless when
7.7 inches of rain saturated the
hillsides and sent torrents of
brown runoff from the steep canyons pouring into the streets and
stores of this quaint arts
community.
No damage totals were available, but many stores remained
closed Sunday.
Employees shoveled mud and
dried out carpets at Edwards
South Coast Cinema on Pacific
Coast Highway. The movie that
was playing: "John Grisham's
The Rainmaker."
But with weather forecasters
predicting clearer weather for at
least a week, merchants and residents were optimistic.
"This cleaning-out is just good
aerobics," Maddox said.

"The issue is the economy,"
said Yoshihiro Ito, general manager of equity trading at Okasan
Securities, adding that stock
prices are unlikely to climb unless the government adopts more
aggressive stimulation measures.
Investors were reluctant to bid
up shares before seeing stimulus
proposals by the governing Liberal Democratic Party, expected
Dec. 16, and an influptial Bank
of Japan busineks' sentiment
survey, due Dec. 15,-traders said.
The Tokyo Stock Price Index
of all issues listed on the exchange's first section fell 15.12
points, or 1.2 percent, to
1,221.31. It had climbed 7.69
points, or 0.63 percent, on
Friday.
Steel and shipbuilder stocks
were the biggest losers amid
worry about low demand in the
domestic market.
An estimated 430 million
shares changed hands on the first
section, down from 482.98 million Friday. Declines outnumbered advances 814 to 261, while
189 issues were unchanged.
Still, shares of auto and eleetronics exporters were buoyed by
the dollar's strength against the
yen, which makes Japanese products more competitively priced
in overseas markets. Honda Motor Co., Sony Corp. and TDK
Corp. were among the top
gainers.
The yield on the benchmark
No. 182 10-year Japanese government bond fell to 1.580 percent from Friday's close of 1.585
percent. Its price rose to 109.83
yen from 109.79 yen.
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KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

larities separately from Reno,
even though the FBI is part of the
Justice Department.
"He should conduct an independent investigation without regard to the Justice Department,
other than reporting to them and
cooperating with them and talking to them," Hatch said. "He
should do it independently, because that's the only way we're
going to have, it seems to me, a
way around these conflicts of interest that clearly exist."

Pick 3:
4-2-5
Pick 4:
9-8-0-5
Lotto:
5-9-1 5-37-39-40
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12-Month Personalized Full Color Photo Calendars
Bring us 12 of your favorite family photos, and we'll
print up a large 11" x 17"calendar just for you!
Now you can have a one-hi-a-kind personalized calendar printed tor
You and your tamily to emoy Each photo becomes a giant 11 x 10 color
print on a large 11 s 17 reads -to-hang calendar. Makes a fabulous
Christmas gin that lasts all sear long
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*If you've gone overboard filling Santa's sack this year, let us help.
iThe holidays are a time for giving,and
that can be expensive. We can wrap
up your holiday money problems in
one convenient visit.
If you have an active checking account
we will give you cash for your check
today and deposit in 12 days or your
next payday! ,
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PEACE ON EARTH

Experts are calling
"Cardio-Karate" Classes
the Fitness Wave
of the Future.

Good Will Toward Manatees

THE WORKOUT THAT ROCS A PIJIkli

Adopt-AThis holiday season,
Manatee* for someone you love.
They'll receive a photo and
biography of "their" manatee, an
a
certificate and
adoption
membership handbook. Your
contribution will go toward efforts
to help protect endangered manatees

Cardio-Karate takes the music, excitement and energy of an
aerobics workout and combines it with self defense techniques!

S Muscle Toning
Lir Ultimate Thigh Burner
#1 Calorie Burning &
Cardiovascular Workout

and their habitat.
For more information, contact:

le

753-6111

1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray
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Unleash Your Potential!
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SPINAL EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Cs I or Rates

Call For Openings

Holland Motor Sales

753-5227

Agog' 0-5

513 S. 12th St.

109 S 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071

753-4461

,
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Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11.Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and
pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic
orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment
check,an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength
and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
FREE.

s en,
Dr. Donn $
This entire elarninXion is FREE. N you want more care
and treatment, we do all the paperwork.

'PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL
DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU. 'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS
PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES,E XAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS
OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

I CALL for you FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

759-1116

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Reno alone during
last week's debate
By RON FOURNIER
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republicans denounced her. The FBI
second-guessed her. Presidential lawyers lobbied her. Yet when it
came time for Janet Reno to decide how far to investigate Bill
Clinton and Al Gore, she couldn't have been more alone.
Her refusal Tuesday to seek an independent counsel to investigate fund-raising telephone calls by the president and vice president gave the Clinton administration a bit of good news — and
made critics howl.
The decision, and fallout from it, underscored how isolated Reno
has become from three entities critical to any attorney general: The
FBI, the White House and Congress.
"Problems with any one Of those. thiee you can live with," said
Dick Thornburgh, attorney general under Presidents Reagan and
Bush. But the combination makes it awfully uncomfortable for
her.

Underscoring her sole responsibility, a stern-faced Reno told reporters, "This decision was mine."
Reno's most obvious problem is with congressional Republicans
v.ho accuse her of doing the boss' bidding.
"Once again, she is doing nothing more than protecting members of the Clinton administration," said Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind.,
chairman of the House committee investigating fund-raising abuses.
"I think she ought to resign," said GOP chairman Jim Nicholson. "She cannot be both the attorney general and the attorney for
the defense at the same time."
Reno's job appears secure. Clinton can't fire her without massive
political upheaval and GOP leaders have dismissed impeachment
threats for now.
Still, Republicans know attacks against Reno will appeal to conservatives who are enraged by the decision. One prominent GOP
consultant said .he is advising his clients to express outrage with
Reno not because it will spur any action but because conservative
‘oters love it.
White House aides scoff at suggestions Reno is in Clinton's
pocket. She has sought at least five special prosecutors to investigate the administration, and her department is poised to indict two
Democrats. Relations between Reno and the White House have
been never been smooth.
The most jarring result of Reno's decision may be the reaction of
the FBI. Cloaked in anonymity, bureau officials said FBI director
Louis Freeh argued for an independent counsel right to the end.
Reno backers countered that the FBI was protecting Freeh from a
GOP backlash.
"I think it's awkward and it gives critics an opportunity to peck
at bloodmarks .of disagreement," said I3enjamin Civiletti, an attorney general under President Carter who defended Reno's action.
After the attorney general announced her decision, Freeh and
Reno went out of their way to say their relationship is solid despite
the disagreement. Freeh issued a statement praising her "honesty
and integrity."
Andrew Kohut of Pew Research Center for the People and the
Press said the long investigation has taken its toll on Reno's public
image. The percentage of people who see Reno in an unfavorable
light has nearly doubled since her first term, he said.
"I don't think people are going to be out in the streets tearing
their hair out because she hasn't appointed a special prosecutor,"
Kohut said. "But people will feel less favorable toward her."
A career prosecutor, Reno has never been guided by polls. Associates say she revels in her image as an independent-minded lawyer, and the furor over Tuesday's decision may actually harden
her resolve.
Still, it's fair to wonder how much pressure it would take for
Reno to grow tired of the job. She has occasionally talked wistfully
of returning to Florida with her poke boat or roaming the country
by camper. She also suffers from a mild form of Parkinson's disease and was hospitalized briefly last week for fatigue and nausea.
Her rejection of calls for an independent counsel justified the
work of defense attorneys for Clinton and Gore. They were hired to
lobby Clinton's own Justice Department and avert a special prosecutor. As late as Monday, Gore attorney Jim Neal was on the telephone with Reno's investigators.
Gore gained the most Tuesday, because he had the most to lose.
An independent counsel's inquiry could have crippled his hopes to
succeed Clinton in 2001. And Gore was always more likely than
Clinton to face a special probe, investigators say.
Neither the president or vice president can dismiss the possibility
that hard-driving FBI agents will uncover evidence of wrongdoing
that warrants a special prosecutor down the road. The ongoing inquiry involves many issues, including Gore's trip to a Buddhist
monastery and accusations that Chinese money influences American elections.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Ron Fournier covers the White House
and politics for The Associated Press.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Fccum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters matt be sign& by the Writer, with the writer's
address arid telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. LetterS must not be
,more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071..

Pavement plan key tool for Patton
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It
is a simple fact — asphalt is political currency in Kentucky.
Whether the road-surfacing
material is concrete, blacktop or
just plain old gravel, the underlying truth remains the same. It
might be a county magistrate
promising to fill in the ruts on a
dirt track or a governor pledging
a multimillion dollar new road,
the difference is only one of
degree.
Potholes cause political problems, not just the front wheels to
get out of alignment. Potholes
prompt calls to the mayor's office
or a legislator's home. New
roads, or significant expansions,
can open territory to development. Road projects make for
grateful constituents and beholden legislators.
Within that context, Gov. Paul
Patton's proposal for the sale of
$400 million in bonds next year
to finance road projects is a bit
curious.
Patton isn't promising any new
roads with the big pile of money.
Certainly nothing along the lines
of the AA Highway • that was
promised by Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. or the list of projects — notably the four-lane U.S. 127 to
then-Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
boyhood home in Liberty — financed with $600 million in
bonds.
Instead, the money is apparently needed just to keep up with

runs through the 2004 fiscal year,
anticipates spending $4.4 billion
for highway improvements, not
counting another $1.6 billion

CAPITOL IDEAS

needed to maintain parts of the
existing system.

Mark R. Chellgren

Codell said the proceeds of a
new bond issue would be spent
through 2002, but specific projects have not been earmarked for
bond proceeds.

An Associated Press News Analysis
ordinary road work contained
within the state's Six-year road
plan. And that by itself is something of an embarrassment to
Patton.
The notion of a six-year road
plan was created to get some of
the crassest politics out of roadbuilding in Kentucky. Or at least
let legislators have some of their
own direct say in what roads get
done where and when. The theory
is there is some thoughtfulness
and anticipation in the building
and upkeep of roads.
Even with the best of intentions, it hasn't always worked
thai. way.
"In the past, the six-year road
plan has been a farce," said
Hubert Collins, the chairman of
the House Transportation
Committee.
In a remark often repeated
since then, a legislator said years
ago that he had had a road in the
six-year plan for 10 years.
Patton, a former deputy secretary of the Transportation Cabinet
and judge-executive in Pike
County, was keenly aware of the

disappointment and difficulty that
comes with a road promised and
never completed.
"Without these bond funds, it
"I can assure you that when
will
be impossible to keep the
you look at this plan, and see that
majority of our road program on
your road is slated for construction in 1999, you can count on course," Codell said.
it," Patton said in February 19%
In recent years, legislators —
when he presided over the release notably in the Senate — have
of the six-year plan.
been more and more reluctant to
It was left to Transportation take on new debt by selling
Secretary James Codell to break bonds for much of anything. But
the bad news. Witheut the sale of things appear to be different this
$400 million in bonds, the six- time around.
year road plan would likely be
drawn out over eight or 10 years
With the combination of mod— or more. Codell said it was the est growth in the Road Fund and
cabinet's own fault for making the retirement of some older bond
bad cost estimates for projectsz'issues, the percentage of the
and offering unrealistic construc-f Road Fund going to debt service
tion schedules.
is declining. Even with sale of
The Road Fund is estimated to new bonds, with accompanying
bring in $1.02 billion in the com- annual debt service of about $40
ing fiscal year and $1.06 billion million, the relative amount of
the following year. Hundreds of the Road Fund obligated for debt
millions of more each year are service will remain somewhat
forwarded from the federal gov- constant.
ernment, although that money is
uncertain from year to year beMark R. Chellgren is the
cause of congressional wrangling. Frankfort correspondent for The
The latest road plan, which Associated Press.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Nov. 28 — The Gazette, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on new weightreducing medication:
The latest in a long line of "silver bullets" or magic antidotes
sought by too many overweight Americans appears destined to be
on the market soon. The Food and Drug Administration has cleared
for distribution a new compound, called Meridia.
So desperate are many of the 58 million overweight Americans
for respite from the excess baggage they carry that they may consider the new medication's unknown side-effects a justifiable tradeoff for the potential loss of unwanted and unhealthy body weight.
Meridia arrives on the heels of the FDA's decision to ban distribution of Redux and fenfluramine because of the apparent risk of
heart valve damage. The newcomer has been greeted in some quarters as a "moderately effective" course of treatment for some who
qualify as seriously obese. Yet, the FDA warned that Meridia may
affect blood pressure and pulse rates in some patients. ...

Dec. I — The (Portland) Oregonian, on Kyoto conference on
global warming:
Will our descendants hate us 50 years from now for leaving them
disaster?
climatic
a
That's the question that ought to draw prime attention from the
delegates to the international conference on global warming that
opens today in Kyoto, Japan. ...
Developing nations worry that their economic growth will be restricted; many industrialized nations worry that they will be asked
to bear the bulk of the burden of correcting a problem for which
they are the bulk of the cause. ...
No matter how serious the threat, the Kyoto conference at best
will only produce a minimalist response. What's critical, however,
is not a total, global solution but movement in the responsible direction toward restraint on greenhouse gas emissions and enhanced
support for essential scientific research on global v.)..r!ling.

Clinton gets recess in judge fight
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
80 vacancies on the federal

bench, the long-running argument
over President Clinton's judicial
choices is only in recess, far from
settled.
Republicans deny bottlenecking his nominees in the Senate,
while vowing to maintain their
vigilance against activist judges
they accuse of trying to make
laws instead of interpreting them.
Clinton protests what he calls an
auempt to intimidate judges and
compromise their constitutional
independence.
The conservative-liberal dispute over the proper role of
judges is nothing new, a philosophical divide that isn't going to
be bridged. Legal scholars and
politicians will be debating it
long after this Republican Congress and this Democratic president are gone.
The appointments are presidential, the leverage is in Senate
confirmation, denial or delay.
The Senate confirmed 36 federal
judges this year, a rate Sen. Orrin
Hatch, the Judiciary Committee
chairman, said is in line with averages in prior congresses.
"Far from creating a bottleneck, the Senate is on pace to
confirm a record number of Clinton judges," Hatch said as Congress adjourned. "Indeed, President Clinton has appointed 240
federal judges, nearly one-third
of the entire federal bench."
From the GOP perspective,
that's the problem. They contend
that too many of Clinton's appointees overstep the bounds of
judging to impose their views as

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
law. "Frankly, the record of judicial activism demonstrated by so
many of President Clinton's nominees calls for all the more vigilance," Hatch said.
That points to another round in
1998 on the 42 nominees awaiting committee or Senate action,
and those yet to be named for the
other vacancies.
Clinton said in an Oct. 22 radio address that confirmations
were being delayed in an auempt
to intimidate would-be federal
judges. "Under the pretense of
preventing so-called judicial activism, they've taken aim at the
very independence our founders
sought to protect," Clinton said.
"The congressional leadership
has actually threatened sitting
judges with impeachment, merely
because it disagrees with their
judicial opinions."
Rep. Tom DeLay of Texas, the
deputy GOP leader in the House,
said earlier this year that Congress should consider impeachment against judges whose rulings are "particularly
egregious."
The offense, of course, depends on who judges the judges.
And that gets back to political
philosophy. The impeachment

threat is only that; it would re
quire a majority vote in the
House and two-thirds of the Senate, which has been done only
13 times, for crimes, not rulings.
The last time a decision was cited
as grounds in impeaching a judge
was in 1803.
There also are proposals in
Congress to impose term limits
on judges, now appointed for life.
That would take a constitutional
amendment, and two-thirds votes,
so it isn't going to happen.
But it fits the argument. Sen.
Bob Smith, R-N.H., introduced
an amendment to have all federal
judges, including Supreme Court
justices, appointed for 10-year
terms. He said that would be a
rein on activist judges.

Appraising the theoretical impact of term limits on the Supreme Court, a legal scholar suggests that even an 18-year limit
on tenure there would have
forced some of history's finest
justices off the bench too soon.
John Gruhl, a professor of political science at the University of
Nebraska, said term limits might
have avoided some faulty decisions by justices who stayed too
long and were out of touch with
their times.
But Gruhl, writing in the journal "Judicature," observed that
the court was intended "to be independent of, rather than responsive to the public."
Gruhl said term limit advocates
think that without life tenure, Senate confirmation disputes might
be eased. He doesn't. He said politicians and interest groups
would fight as hard over court
appointments for 10 or 18 year
terms as they do now.
Perhaps even harder, he said,
because they could gear up,
knowing when the next vacancy
was coming.

"What has happened now is
that judges, knowing that they
That's the scholarly exercise.
can't be touched, knowing that
The practical, political one bethey have a lifetime appointment, gins early next year, over Clinare making decisions that are po- ton's nominees to district and aplitical," Smith said when he peals courts.
proposed the amendment earlier
this year.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
The other side of that argument R. Mears, vice president and
is that lifetime appointments were columnkt for The Associated
intended to insulate federal
judges against politics And Press, has reported on
again, it is a question of whose Washington and national poll
ties for more than NI sears
politics.
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'isa the season for holiday accidents, so the stockings aren't the
only things that need to be hung
with care. And while you're at it,
you might want to keep them away
from the chimney.
"Hospital emergency rooms treat
an average of 1300 people a year for
injuries related to holiday lights and
trimmings," said Larry Piercy, Extension safety specialist with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture. "Taking steps before
you decorate to prevent'accidents
can keep them from happening to
your family."
The list of holiday hazards is
headed by fire. Statistics from the
U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission indicate that Christmas trees are involved in an average
of 500 fires, resulting in $20 million
in property loss, every year. Dry
trees, defective lights, untended
candles and improperly used fireplaces can all spell disaster, but
careful planning can defuse the
dangers of the season.
If you buy a live tree, make sure
it's fresh and keep it well watered.
Look for the "fire resistant" label on
an artificial tree. "The label doesn't
mean the tree can't catch fire, but it

won't burn as readily as an untreated
tree," Piercy said.
Fresh or artificial, the tree should
be set up out of the family's traffic
path and away from fireplaces,
radiators and heating vents. Trim it
with non-combustible decorations,
and hang fragile ornamehts out of
reach of toddlers or pets.
Electric lights can start a fire or
cause electrical shock. Indoors or
out, don't plug more than three
standard light sets into a single
extension cord. Buy only lights that
have been tested for safety by a
recognized laboratory.
Piercy also recommends checking every light string — even new
ones — for loose connections,
cracked sockets, and bare or frayed
wires. "Don't try to fix a defective
light set. Throw it away and get
another. And don't use electric
lights at all on a metallic tree. If they
are faulty, the entire tree can be
charged with electricity and zap
people or pets that touch a limb."
Use insulated staples or hooks for
hanging lights outdoors. Don't use
tacks or nails, because they conduct
electricity. Anchor the light string
securely to trees or the house to
avoid wind damage,and be sure the

light string is labeled for outdoor
use.
Untendcd candles are obvious
sources of fire, but Piercy said they
can be dangerous in unexpected
ways. "Everybody knows to keep
candles away from curtains and
wrapping paper, but you also need
to put them in inflammable holders
with a sturdy base that can't be
knocked over easily."
A misused fireplace is another
source of danger. "Don't toss discarded wrappings in the fire," he
said. "They can ignite suddenly and
cause an intense flash fire."
Households with small children
should be aware of special dangers
posed by the presette of little ones,
so Piercy advises saving the fragile
ornaments until tots and toddlers are
older. Be sure that icicles are made
of plastic or non-leaded metals.
Avoid all decorations that look like
candy or food of any kind, along
with those that have small removable parts a child could swallow or
inhale.
"All these precautions may sound
like a lot of trouble," Piercy said,
"but keeping your family safe is the
best gift you can give them during
the holiday season."

Gore boosts climate conference
KYOTO, Japan (AP) — Vice
President Gore today promised
more U.S. flexibility in negotiations for a global warming treaty,
rejuvenating the talks as they entered their final three days.
European reaction to the
pledge was cautious, as Gore offered no details in his speech to
the 150-nation U.N. climate conference on what tack the United
States would now take in the
talks, which are scheduled to end
Wednesday.
But Gore's declaration raised
hopes among the gathering's
2,000 delegates that an accord
curbing carbon dioxide and other
"greenhouse" emissions could
be reached. The gases trap heat in
the Earth's atmosphere and are
believed to have caused the rise
in world temperatures.
Late today, a spokesman for
the European Union, Leo Karapiperis, said negotiations had
gathered momentum. "Things
evolved quite rapidly during the
day. Things are moving," he
said.

Policeman
turns out
a fraud
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — By
all accounts, Troy Smylie was an
exemplary police officer: He
helped at a murder scene, assisted
police taking suspects into custody and even repaired an officer's gun.
The problem: Smylie wasn't a
police officer.
Smylie was taken into police
custody over the weekend, accused of parading as a police officer for more than a month after
finding a badge on a city bus.
"This guy was impersonating a
cop and getting away with it.,
even with other cops," Inspector
Vince Repetto said.
The fraud was discovered Friday, when Smylie, 35, walked
into the police department's field
operations bureau, Repetto said.
A sergeant noticed that Smylie fit
the description of a suspect who
had been taking police vehicles
and posing as an officer.
Smylie was taken into custody
and faced An array of accusations
— including stealing police cars,
burglary and impersonating a police officer.
In the arrest report, the San
Francisco Police Department was
listed as Smylie's victim.

SUBSCRIBE
Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts

gressional sources said any agreement must consist of a package
that includes "meaningful" —
although likely voluntary —
commitments to curtail emissions
from developing countries such
as China, and acceptance by the
Europeans of a scheme for selling
a part of one's pollution quota to
another country.
U. S. officials, who spoke on
the condition of anonymity, said
dealing with developing countries
on emissions may be the most
difficult task.
accept.
India's environment minister,
"The imperative is to do what
we promise, rather than to prom- Saifuddin Soz, said his country
would not agree to any new comise what we cannot do," Gore
said, in a dig at the Europeans. mitments for developing
countries.
But Gore also told the deleThe Clinton administration
gates that after ,consulting with
knows congressional support for
President Clinton, he had decided
a global warming treaty is unU.S. negotiators should "show
likely without restrictions on gas
more negotiating flexibility," emissions by developing counopening the possibility of narrow- tries. The Senate already hasing the gap between the United
voted 95-0 against any pact that
States and the Europeans.
doesn't involve developing na"I hope it means the Ameritions such as China.
cans are trying to get closer to a
Business representatives, atresult," said Ritt Bjerregaard, the' tending the conference as obEuropean Union's environment
commissioner. "I am servers, voiced concern that the
administration would agree to a
optimistic."
treaty they view as a burden to
"There's a desire to find an the American economy.
agreement," added British DeWilliam F. O'Keefe, head of
puty Prime Minister John the U.S. business lobby, Global
Prescott.
Climate Coalition, said he was
It was unclear what Gore "very disappointed and
meant by "flexibility" because troubled" by Gore's call for grehe provided no details of what ater flexibility.
concessions the United States
"We're concerned it will mean
was, willing to make to get an deeper (emission) cuts," said
agreement.
Connie Holmes, another industry
But administration and con- representative.
In his address, Gore said the
United States remains "firmly
committed" to reducing greenhouse emissions to 1990 levels
by 2012, calling such a rollback
"environmentally solid and
sound."
For the United States, it would
mean a,
30 percent reduction in
emissions from the leiret they are
predicted to be without curbs.
But the Europeans have sought
cuts of 15 percent beyond what
the Clinton administration would

Hostess Call
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ingehorg King 492-K348

SUPPORT THE FARMERS

Bobbitt's
ex-wife
charged
in assault

+o4•

WOODBRIDGE, Va. (AP):
— The former Lorena Bobbitt,
accused in 1994 of cutting off
her husband's penis with a
kitchen knife, has been
charged with assaulting her
mother.
Lorena Gallo, 28, who has
used her maiden name since
her divorce from John Wayne
Bobbitt in 1995, was scheduled to be arraigned today. If
she is convicted, she facts a '
maximum penalty of a year in
jail and a $2,500 fine.
Ms. Gallo had been living
with her parents. Neighbors
told police that her mother,
49-year-old Elvis Gallo, was
watching television Friday
morning when her daughter
entered the room and started
punching her with a closed
fist, police U. Tim Rudy said
Sunday. •
Elvis Gab's son separated
the two women.
He said police didn't know
a motive and that there was no
record of any previous incidents between the two women.
She was arrested at a
friend's house, and later freed
On $750 bail.
Ms. Gallo, who hu an unlisted telephone numEer, could
not be reached for comment
over the weekend.
Her mother suffered minor
injuries, including an abrasion
around the eyes and minor
scratches, said police Lt.: Paul
•
Harris.
During her widely publicized trial in 1994, Ms. Gallo
said years of sexual abuse
drove her to cut off her former
husband's penis, which was
reattached surgically.
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Stacie TIchnor, Cindy Lamb, Diane Durr
& Pally Cothran

Open Mon.-Sat. 8-5
Sundays and After Hours By Appointment
Walk-Ins Welcome
UNLIMITED TANNING SPECIAL

only $30 (thru 1/10/98)

300 Minutes ... 520
or 53 A Visit

1104 Story Ave.

753-CUTS (2887)
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NASCAR
Connection
for the gifts your race fan will love!

NASCAR Monopoly
Bring in this ad and receive...

a
a
a
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Key Chains
* Bumper Stickers
*

0

(while supplies last)

a

Perfect Stocking Stuffers!
The Village (Located next to Cain's)
1406-G North 12th St. • Murray • 753-9753
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A single grain of soil may contain more than 100 million bacteria. -
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Is there really a Santa Claus?
You may never know for sure, but you'll know
lots of other things, with a subscription to...
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Ear, Nose & Throat Specialist
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Gift

Subscription
1 Year

$66.00
local

Save up to $6.00 on a 1 year subscription by

Majid Torabi, M.D.
Ear, Nose, Throat, Head & Neck Surgery,
Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery

Dr. Majid Torabi is now accepting patients in
his office at 205 South 8th St., across from the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Dr. Torabi specializes in the treatment of ear,
nose, and throat conditions and disorders, facial
plastic surgery and head and neck surgery. You
may schedule an appointment by calling 759HEAR (759-4327).

Over the years, the Welcome Wagon'
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses.
For you, its a new day. Why not stan it
by making a new friend? We'diove to
hear from you.

layiNgki
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Hearing Center
° MURRAY

205 South 8th St.
Murray, KY
759-HEAR
(759-4327)

Tony Million°, MA., CCC/A
Certified Clirsical Audiologist

Tony Milliano, Certified Clinical Audiologist, will be joining Dr.
Majid Torabi in his office at 205 South 8th
Street. He will be offering complete audiological services, specializing in the fitting and
dispensing of advanced
technology programmable hearing aids.

mailing in the coupon below (with your payment) or come by our office at 1001 Whitnell
Ave. And for your convenience
we accept Visa & MI C.
We'll even send a gift card if you wish.
have enclosed my parnent of
. Please send a gift subscription to:

1,
Name
Address
City
Phone

State
Zip
Gift card yes

no
t•

L2SAI
3 months
6 months
1 year

118'
566'

Out of Area
$.19"
3 months
55650
6 months
1 year

•••
i 4 4,

Mail or bring to: Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071-1040
Afake payrnetkt to :Vfurrox Ledger & Times

information call the Circulation Dept.
Monday-Friday, 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. at 502-753-1916.
For more

'Offer valid only on gift subscripnons.

•Offer ends December 19, 1997
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Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday.
Dec. 3, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Timothy Leon Bramley, Paducah;
Lawton Burton, Buchanan, Tenn.;
John Franklin and Jesse Damesworth,
Cadiz;
Mrs. Lucille Flora Mauk, Richard
Lee Lane, Mrs. Patricia Ann Heine,
and Ronnie Lee Kimbro, all of Murray.
•.• •

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Dec. 4, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Roberts baby boy, mother, Gail
Jewell, Murray;
Lamb baby boy, parents, Stephanie
and Paul, New Concord;
Crane baby girl, parents, Lynne and
Patrick, Cadiz:
Balmer baby girl, parents, Stephanie and Wade. Murray.
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SCV camp meeting Thursday
Telghman-Beauregard Camp #1460 Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet Thursday, Dec. 11, at 7:30 p.m. in the Farm Bureau meeting room on east side of court square at Clinton. The program will
be a review of a speech given by Prof. Mark Thornton, Ph.D., of
Auburn University and presented at a meeting of Alabama Society
of the Military Order of the Stars and Bars. All members are urged
to attend. For information contact Commander William E. Wilson of
Water Valley at 1-502-355-2880.

Laker Band

MMS Council will meet
Laker Band Chili Supper will
be Friday, Dec. 12, from 4 to
6:30 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County High School. This
will be prior to the Calloway/
Marshall High School basketball
game.
The menu will be chili,
pimento cheese sandwiches, dessert and drinks. Tickets will be
$4 for adults and $2 for children
under the age of 12.
Proceeds to benefit the Calloway County Laker Band for their
spring trip to Florida. For tickets,
see a band student or booster or
call the band room at-753-4718.

Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet today (Monday) at 4 p.m. in Room 109 of the school. All interested persons are invited.

II-1, 11
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Cunningham
Independent Sales Director
Career Opportunities Available
502-753-2207 • 1-800.22'7-3155

plans party
Murray Lions Club Christmas
party will be Tuesday, Dec. 9, at
6:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort
Park Hotel.
A special Christmas program
of music will be presented by Susan Kane and Marie Taylor from
the Murray State University Faculty of Music. For further information and reservations call
Everett L. Craig, chairperson, at
753-3317.

Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
Dec. 10, at 9:30 a.m. For reservations or cancellations clal Pam
Kelly at 753-9673.

Ladies of Murray Country Club will have events on Wednesday,
Dec. 10. Bridge will be played at 9:30 a.m. and for reservations or
cancellations calll Frances Richey at 753-1501. A Christmas luncheon will be served at 11:30 a.m. and for reservations call the club
house at 753-6113 or Dana Hoffman at 759-4512.

Lisa Ann Whitaker
and Curt Rodriguez

William and Cheryl Whitaker of 1700 Audubon Dr., Murray,
announce the engagment and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Lisa Ann Whitaker of 907 Third St., Franklin, La., to Curt Rodriguez,
son of Phillip and Elaine Rodriguez of 139 Rodriguez Ln., Franklin,
La.
Miss Whitaker is the granddaughter of John and Helen Newbigging
of Clarkston, Mich., and of the late Ezra and Irene Whitaker of Waterford, Mich.
Mr. Rodriguez is the grandson of Mrs. Bernie Mae Barrilleaux and
the late Roland Barrilleaux of Centerville, La., and the late Rene and
Hazel Rodriguez of Franklin, La.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Murray High School, received her
Bachelor of Arts degree in Elementary Education from Murray State
University and her Master's in Education from the University of
Southwest Louisiana, Lafayette, La. She is employed by the St.
Mary's Parish school system as a third grade teacher at J.A. Hernandez Elementary School.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Hanson Memorial High School,
Franklin, La. He is self-employed in the family sugarcane business.
The wedding will be solemnized On Friday, Jan. 2, 1998, at 7 p.m.
at St. Joseph's Catholic Church, Centerville, La.

The meeting of the Athletic Facilities Long Range Planning Committee of Calloway County has been changed from Dec. 10 to Wednesday, Dec. 17, at 3:30 p.m. in the library of Calloway County
High School.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet
Tuesday, Dec. 9, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Opal Howard will present a program on "What Can I Celebrate?" All interested persons are invited. The group will go later to
eat at Sirloin Stockade. This is a mutual self-help group which has
provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Lillian Steele,
753-2875, Reita Moody, 753-0172, Opal Howard, 753-1998, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, Dec. 9, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information call Joretta Randolph at
753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1100.

Murray Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday, Dec. 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 121
North at Johnny Robertson Road North. All members are urged to
attend.

We are pleased to
announce that Andrea
Alonzo, bride-elect of
Jake Hildebrant, has
made her domestic and
household .selections
through our bridal
registry.
Andrea and Jake
will he married December 13, /997.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will be offering
blood pressure, pulse, vision and glaucoma screenings at all of its
stops during December. Also a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit
is available for $4. Stops for Tuesday, Dec. 9, will be Paris, Tenn.,
Wal-Mart from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and at Purye,ar, Tenn., Minit Mart
from 1 to 3 p.m. Wednesday stop will be Murray Post Office from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Stop on Thursday will be at
Calloway Public Library from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.

Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, Dec.
9, at 11:30 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant. The guest speaker
will be Elizabeth Gottfried of Creative Memories. This is open to
any person interested in family history.

Technology Committee of East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday, Dec. 9, at 3:30 p.m. in
the school library. The public is invited.

ZETA DEPARTMENT photo

What are three little words that everyone
loves to hear during the Holiday Season?

NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED!
This year let English Farms handle the
Assembly with a

SPECIALTIIT BASKET
for everyone on your list!

Dr. Larry Daniel, right, pastor of First United Methodist Church, spoke
about his book, Shiloh, at the November meeting of Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club. He has written several books about the Civil
War. He was introduced by Betty Lowry, left. Hostesses were Bonnie
Jones, Carolyn Sanning, Nancy Haverstock, Frances Matarazzo and
Shirley Tate. The department will meet Thursday, Dec. 11, at 2 p.m.
Terri Benton, manager of Food Services & Catering at Curds Center,
Murray State University, will present a program, called "Sugar Plum
Fairy." Hostesses will be Thelma Bailey, Marjorie Shroat Dunn, Peggy
Brown, Lula Belle Hodges, and Vivial Hale.

Choose from delicious edibles including imported
chocolates, cookies, snacks, teas, coffees, and a
variety of jams, jellies, candies, mustards or
popcorns made right on the premises.
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Curriculum Committee of Calloway County High School Sitebased Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday, Dec. 9, at 6:30
p.m. at the board office. All members and interested persons are
invited.

Coffee Break Tuesday

Cardiac Support Group to meet

EVERYONE WELCOME

The
Museut
sity wi
nent co
scripts
the gro
ing of
and the
area.
If yo

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Dec. 9,
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. This will be Hawaiian style
birthday night and each one should bring your favorite Hawainan
dish if possible. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support
and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene, 753-2350.

A 'Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, Dec. 9, at 9:30 a.m. The Rev. Bill Tate will
conduct the Bible study. This weekly event is for all interested
persons.
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Dismissals
Mrs,-Anna Maria Welker, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Monselia Lynn Elkins,
Farmington;
John. Breelon Tindal, Fancy Farm;
Jord Osborn Hale and Miss Maria Jenline Himelick, Almo; Ms. Teresa Lynn
Duncan, Dexter:
Mrs. Thelma Elizabeth Hargrove,
-terry D. Yearry, Mrs. Willie Lee Foster, Jordan O'Neil Kendley, Mrs. Treva
Washer,
Mrs. Terri Lynn Burkey, Kenneth B.
Newsome, Charles Bradley Ryan, and
Mrs. Mary Grace Bynum, all of Murray_

Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday, Dec. 9, at 10 a.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Becky Faulkner, MCCH Dietetic Intern will speak. For more information call Shirley Lynch R.N., 762-1170.

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec. 9 and 10, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. The theme will be
"Christmas Tree." A special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed for children, age 2 accompanied by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m.,
and Story Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For information call
753-2288.
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Murray Christian Women's
Club will have its "Packages Full
of Christmas Joy" luncheon on
Friday, Dec. 12, from noon to 2
p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.
The cost will be $6 per person.
The featured speaker will be
Eileen Pheiffer of St. Louis, Mo.
A Certified Public Accountant,
she has a Master of Business Administration degree. She is a Women's Regtreat speaker and also
owns and manages a bookstore in
St. Peters, Mo. She loves to
travel and just returned from a
trip to Scotland in September.
She has lived in Chicago, Ill.,
Rome, Italy, and Rockford, Ill.,
before moving to St. Louis. She
is married and the mother of four
children, ages 8, 10, 12 and 13.
Carol Bogard will present special music. She has performed in
productions at Playhouse in the
Park. An accountant, she is married to Kenny Bogard.
Laurie Rollins, consultant and

decorator of Crass Furniture
Store, will present a special fea-ture. She will give decorative
ideas for the holidays.
Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by Wednesday,
Dec. 10, by calling Freda Lovett
at 753-3999 or Vida Trenholm at
753-2399.
A complimentary nursery for
preschoolers will be provided,
and nursery reservations should
be made by calling Freda at the
number listed above.
All interested women are welcome to attend this luncheon, according to Janie Parker, chairman. There are no dues, no membership fees, or any obligation.
Christian Women's Club is a
worldwide organization and is
not affiliated with any church of
denomination.
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Holiday Hours:
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Nancy Thurmond
of Murray, KY
has lost

Holiday Gift

SALE
Look for your Holiday Bonus Savings
Card in this newspaper.
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You could save
20%, 25% or even 30%
throughout the store!
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Eileen Pheiffer
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PPort
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Bonus Savings Valid Two Days Onl
& 10th
Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec.9th

V:->J)24.1 ccr

Savings Card
When you receive your Holiday Bonus
star. Simply bring
in today's paper, do not scratch the
December 9th
your card to the store on Tuesday,
a sales associate
or Wednesday, December 10th, and
will reveal your savings.

We are pleased to
announce that Erin
Unsel, bride-elect of
Allen Thorn, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal registry.
Erin and Allen will
he married December
20, 1997.
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Racers outrun Morehead 91-69
Murray State sweeps
December OVC slate
By MARK YOUNG
RACERS 91, MOREHEAD 69
Sports Editor
MOREHEAD $T. (04)
Stone 2-3 2.26, Lloyd 6-13 14 13, Krorn 24 4-11 S.
it.
like
more
little
Boone 5-10 3-3 17, Docks 3-4 0-0 6. Webb 0-3 0-0 0.
This was a
2-5
()weapon 4-5 4-5 12, Jenkins 1.3 0-0 2. We
After struggling to beat Eastern
1-1 5 ideal 25-54 15-25 69
MURRAY
ST.
(140)
Kentucky by only seven points
140tilly 5-11 1-2 12, Spencer 6-4 2-4 14, Mrg11 3-5
2-4 S. Townsend 54 3-4 IS. Wass 9-21 1-1 22,
Thursday, Murray State regained
*week!0-0 0-0 0, Floyd 04 3-4 3, Reese 0-1 0-00.
Pews 440-0 10. Howerd 0-0 0-0 0, Cunningham 1-1
its shooting touch against More0-0 3, Gay 1-2 2-3 4, Turret 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 3443
head Saturday and ripped the Ea14-22 91
Hellerne—Mutray St 40, Morenewl St 27 3-poi
gles 91-69, improving to 6-0
el 4-10 (Boone 4-7, Lloyd 0-1,
1=0-27.6h
kli
usd
rrto, St 9-24 (Mayes 3-11. Page 2-4,
overall and sweeping its two DeTownsend 2-5, Cunranohem 1-1, Wow 1-3) Fouled
cember Ohio Valley Conference
Rebounde—Morensed St 36 (Lloyd
.c1317
4 S
rrra
c7 St. 31 (WO, Mayes 5) Assets—
games.
Morehead St. 17 (Davenport 5), Murray St 23
(Mines 5). Total loui--Monsbeed St 21, Mom St
The Racers shot 54 percent for
21 Tedwecels—Morebeed St bench, Murray srt
59
bench A-3.536
the game, including a sizzling
percent (19 of 32) in the second
half, when it scored 51 points.
by us."
"We certainly played well
Murray State then took control
enough to win so I'm not disap- of the game early in the second
pointed in that," Murray State
half, pushing its lead to 54-33
coach Mark Gottfried said. "To
within the first five minutes.
get 91 points against a zone deGottfried was somewhat disapfense is pretty good."
pointed,
though, in the Racers'
Murray State placed five playdefense.
Morehead
State shot 46
ers in double figures in dropping
percent
(25
of
54)
from
the field
Morehead to 0-6 overall and 0-2
and
came
within
16
points
late in
Kyle
in the league in Eagle coach.
the
game.
Macy's first visit to Racer Arena.
"I think we could have sus"(Murray State) is very athletained
our defense for longer permatch
up
with
anybody
tic; they
iods,"
he said. "Our defense was
in the country," said the former
just
OK;
we kept having lapses.
University of Kentucky AllWe
had
a
couple of nice spurts
American. "I didn't think we rebut
we
couldn't
keep it going. It
sponded well in the second half.
seemed
like
during
our tournaThey picked up their intensity
ment
here
we
had
a
little
more of
.and we didn't match it."
the
killer
instinct."
The Racers led only 36-27 in
Murray State did manage to
the final moments of the first
force
Morehead into 28 turnovhalf, but got two baskets from
ers,
however.
De'Teri Mayes in the last four
"A lot of those were our misseconds — the second coming at
the buzzer off a steal on an in- takes," Macy said. "Murray State
bounds pass — to take a 40-27 has to get some credit because
they were out there on the floor,
halftime edge.
but their half-court defense was
"We had a couple of possesnothing we couldn't handle; we
sions late in the first half that
just didn't take care of the ball."
hurt us," Macy said. "Those two
quick baskets at the end of the
half were off of some silly plays • See Page 9

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times pholo

A Morehead State defender blocks Marvin Gay's (40) path to the basket during the Racers' 91-69 triumph
over the Eagles Saturday at Racer Arena.

NFL playoff
scene takes
shape as old
standbys win
The Associated Press
The NFL playoff picture is
coming into sharper focus as
old standbys Green Bay, Pittsburgh and Kansas City and,
yes, even the upstart New
York Giants, took giant steps
in Week IS.
The defending Super Bowl
champion Packers clinched
their third straight NFC Central title Sunday with a 17-6
victory over Tampa Bay. Pittsburgh is on the verge of its
fifth AFC Central crown in six
years after a 35-24 win over
Denver that also greatly benefited Kansas City.
The Broncos' loss and the
Chiefs' 30-0 rout of Oakland
put Kansas City, which has
made the playoffs every year
in the 1990s except last season, into. a tie for first in the
AFC West, both at 11-3. But
the Chiefs have the tiebreaker
advantage, so victories over
San Diego and New Orleans
would give them home-field
advantage throughout the AFC
playoffs.
"I think we realize-that we
have to take care of business
right now," said Kansas City
center Tim Grunhard, who
helped spearhead a 214-yard
rushing day against the Raiders, who were outgained
418-93. "Right now, 11-3 is a
dream come true."
While the Packers, Steelers
and Chiefs have enjoyed almost uninterrupted regularseason success in this decade,
the Giants, who won 31-21 at
I See Page 9

Lady Racers top Morehead
89-73 for first win of year

MARK YOUNG/Ledger a Times photo

State guard Farrah Beach, a graduate of Calloway County High School, dribbles out of trouble against a doubleteam of Morehead players Tori Crosby (left) and Hilary Swisher (40) in Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference game at Racer
Arena, Murray State won 83-73 for its first victory of the season.
Murray

Nobody Can Protect Your
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, lot rates,
a
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

—and—

211 S. 12th
Street
Murray, Ky.

Suiter
driork. Insurance Agency 753-3415
.:

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Eddie Fields' Murray State Lady Racer
squad couldn't have picked a better time to
get its first win.
And at least for the first half, they couldn't
have played any better.
Murray State exploded on Morehead Saturday, racing to a 57-28 halftime edge then
holding on for an 89-73 victory at Racer
Arena in their Ohio Valley Conference
opener.
"We really needed to get this first win because that makes it a little easier to get the
next one," Fields said. "We had a pretty good
effort today."
Murray State (1-5) shot an astounding 64
percent (25 of 39) from the field while holding Morehead to just 28 percent (11 of 39).
The Lady Racers tallied 18 assists in the first
half and outreboundecl Morehead 27-16.
"In the first half we helped each other out
defensively," Fields said. "This was the first
team we had °unbounded. We did a good
job on the boards. This was a team effort."
Morehead (1-4) found some semblance of a
shooting touch in the second half and cut
Murray State's lead down to 13 points.
But as was the case on several occasions,
Bobbi Coltharp had the answer for Murray
State. Coltharp, who scored 19 of her game-

high 21 points in the second half, scored on
several key possessions to keep Morehead at
bay.
"In the second half they threw it inside and
started to get some easy buckets, but then
somebody always stepped up to get our lead
back up to 16, and that's what you've got to
do," Fields said.
Monika Gadson added 20 points and 11 rebounds for Murray STate while Sarah Higgins
tossed in 18 points and Danelle Watts 13.
MSU shot 50.7 percent (38 of 75) from the
field, 6-of-20 from 3-point range and 7-of-13
at the free throw line while outrebounding
Morehead 52-43.
Vette Robinson paced Morehead with 21
points while Domonique Mitchell had 18 and
Tori Crosby 13. The Lady Eagles shot 43 percent from the field in the second half to bring
their game total up to 35.8 (29 of 81). Morehead was 10 of 30 from 3-point range and
5-of-10 at the free throw line.
"We knew they would come at us," Fields
said. "We never got into our zone offense and
we stalled a little bit in the second half, but
our kids hung in."
Murray State hosts league favorite Eastern
Kentucky tonight at 7.
"We know we will have our hands full with
Eastern Kentucky," Fields said.

Mohammed leads UK past Indiana
By STEVE HERMAN
Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Nazr
Mohammed won another game
for Kentucky and won another
admirer in Indiana coach Bob
Knight.
The 6-foot-10 center came off
the bench and scored 21 points
Saturday, his second straight
game with a career high, as the
seventh-ranked Wildcats survived
a late Indiana comeback and beat
the Hoosiers 75-72.

"These guys have done an incredible job with Mohammed.
That's as good a job that I've
ever seen done to a kid," Knight
said of the junior, who also had
12 rebounds and two steals. "He
can play. They have done a fantastic job with that kid."
Jeff Sheppard also had 21
points for Kentucky, which won
its fourth straight game against
the Hoosiers. It also was the
Wildcats' first game in the RCA
Dome since they lost the NCAA
championship to Arizona in over-

time last spring. They also lost to
Clemson in the Dome in the
Black Coaches Association
Classic at the beginning of last
season.
"We didn't talk about it as a
team, but it was in the back of
everybody's head," Mohammed
said. "Last year, we lost our first
game of the year here and lost the
last game of the year here. We
hadn't had much success here so
we wanted to go out and play
hard.
"But we were going to play a

tough game regardless. We know
there's certain games you have to
win while you're at Kentucky.
This is one of them."
The Wildcats (6-1) lost almost
all of an 11-point second-half
lead against the Hoosiers (3-3),
who had a chance to tie after
Wayne Turner missed the second
of two free throws with six seconds to go. But A.1. Guyton, who
led the Indiana rally with 14 of
his 19 points in the second half,

1.
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Mayes led Murray State with
22 points while Chad Townsend
added 15, Isaac Spencer had 14,
Rod Murray tossed in 12 and
Aaron Page contributed 10. For
the game MSU was 34 of 63
from the field, 9-of-24 from
3-point range and 14 of 22 at the
free throw line.
"As we got into the game our
zone offense got better," said
Townsend, who made good on
5-of-8 shots. "With their short
guards they didn't want to play
man-to-man against us, and their
zone gave us a different look."
Gottfried said Townsend did an
exceptional job running the Racer
offense.
"He really controlled the
Same." Gottfried said. "Our 23
assists and our shooting percentage is exciting, but I thought we
had five or six too many turnovers. There were times where we
got way too careless with the
ball.
"Excluding our two guards

Philadelphia on Sunday, are looking for their first playoff berth
since 1993. A victory at some
against Washington on Saturday
would clinch the NFC East, regardless of how five-time defending division champion Dallas
finishes.
"Now it's time to win a
championship at home," said
Giants linebacker Jessie Arms-

Mark Gottfried's

SCOTT NANNEWLedger & Times

played a little better tonight.
"We played better defense tonight than we did against Eastern,
but we're still not where we want
to be," Townsend added. "We're
definitely going through some
growing pains and we will all
month and even into the regular
OVC schedule."

FROM PAGE 8
missed a 3-pointer just ahead of
the final buzzer.
"I had a good shot at it. It just
came up short. That's basketball," Guyton said.
"I'm satisfied with the shot we
got. Most of the time, you don't
want it to come down to that, but
we got the look we wanted. The
coach was happy with the execution we got on the last play."
Kentucky beat Indiana by 34
points in Louisville last year —
the second-worst defeat in
Knight's 27 years as coach — but
seemed to need only three minutes of all-out defense to take,
the Hoosiers out of a close game
this time.

Kentucky led 46-39 at halftime
but only 46-45 after two straight
3-pointers by Guyton. That's
when the Wildcat defense kicked
in.
After a basket by Rob Turner,
who led Indiana with a careerhigh 25 points, Kentucky forced
seven straight turnovers, most of
them with their pressure in the
Indiana backcourt. The Wildcats
scored six more points before Richard Mandeville ended the
streak.
By that time, Kentucky's lead
was seven points. The Wildcats
stretched it to 60-49, their biggest
lead, before a three-point play by
Turner started Indiana's final
comeback.

MAYFIELD — Calloway County Middle School's 8th grade basketball
teams split a doubleheader at Mayfield last Thursday, with the girls winning
38-28 and the boys falling 46-32.
In the girls' game, Whitney Ragsdale led the Lady Leiters (3-2) with 15
points.
The boys' game saw Joey Butterworth lead Calloway with 12 points.
Calloway is scheduled to host Fulton County tonight at 6.
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"Having only one game this
.veek was by design because
we've got final exams," Gottfried
said. "This week in practice
we're going to spend time on the
defense end, getting it to the
level we think it should be. We'll
use this week to our advantage."

Bring the family to Pagliai's for
the weekly meeting of Racer
basketball fans. Dine together
AND be a part of Coach Gottfried's
weekly radio show broadcast live
on WSJP AM / WBLN 94.7 FM.
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'NFL Jackets
•Warmups
'Fleece Separates *All Purpose Jackets
*Nylon Windwear 'V-Neck Pullovers
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Murray State is now off until
Saturday, When it hosts Washington University of St. Louis at 2
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Senior guard Chad Townsend drives In for two of his 15 points during
Murray State's victory over Morehead State Saturday afternoon.
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(Mayes and Townsend) we're a
young team, and at times it
shows," Gottfried added. "But it
will come and we can definitely
get better."
Hezzie Boone paced Morehead
with 17 points while Luke Lloyd
added 13 and Brandon Davenport
added 12. Morehead outrebounded Murray State 36-31.
"We came out of these two
games 2-0 in the OVC," Townsend said. "The first order of business in the conference is that
you've got to take care of your
homecourt. We were fortunate
against Eastern Kentucky, but we

lr

lead, who intereepte-d two passes,
returning one for a touchdown,
against the Eagles.
In other games, it was Chicago
20, Buffalo 3; St. Louis 34, New
Orleans 27; Baltimore 31, Seattle
24; Atlanta 14, San Diego 3; Indianapolis 22, the New York Jets
14; Washington 38, Arizona 28;
and Miami 33, Detroit 30.
Carolina plays Dallas tonight.
Steelers 35, Broncos 24
Pittsburgh riddled Denver's de-

20-40% OFT

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9827
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Over 100 Selected Styles Of
Athletic Shoes

DENNISON-HUN
GOODS
SPORTING
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

OPEN Monday - Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sunday 1-5 p.m. through Christmas
1203 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
753-8844
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London's Heathrow Airport is one of the
world
's busiest with 47.7
million passengers a year.

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires.
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!

WAREHOUSE TIRE

OPEN
Mon -Fri
7-5

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

* * ************
*

Santa Claus Is Coming Downtown
Visit Santa in the
Christmas House
on the North Court
Square lawn.

Everyone bring a
camera to capture this
special day!
Paid for by Downtown Merchants
and Main Street Program.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAI

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor
reinforced enth
wire mesh
• 12' looting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts
in concrete
6

N WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors.
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials

o

•

E. Treated

I SelUsupporting 2E6
trusted ratters 2 11
0C
plywood
J
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
RA Overhead sterl

door

bottom Oates
E
studs 16 OC
G 7 -. Blander
undersiding
H Masi:nide wood or vinyl siding

ti

F

N

Steel service door
O 2E4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2110 headers
O 4E4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
Deluxe Models
Hardboard Siding
1,2 CAR (12x20)
53.525 1' 7 CAR (12x20)
$4025
2 CAR (18x20)
54,325 2 CAR (18x20)
$4,725
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,625 LARGE 2 CAR (22x2?)
$5,125
2' CAR (24x24)
$4,825 2' 7 CAR (2404)
$5225
LARGE 2'2 CAR (24x30)
55.425 LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30)
$5.925
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL
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—TOYS NEEDED— ,
WILL GIVE PAY
CHANNELS.
PROVIDES HOURS
OF GREAT
ENTERTAINMENT.
BENEFITS ALL.

LE
CiarEue Sales

13

Bring in a new toy worth 55 or more and
receive any one pay channel for only...
$495
per month for 6 months

Choose from HBO, Cinemax, Disney
or Showtime
roffrir clads Der 19, 1997.
Mt MT.? A V'

Court may block movie

NORTH RIDGEVILLE.
Ohio (AP) — A suburban
Cleveland middle school is
forbidding students from carrying backpacks as a safety
measure in the wake of the
shooting At a West Paducah,
Ky., high school.
The ban at North Ridgeville
Middle School, which goes
into effect Jan. 5, will ensure
the safety of students and
teach them responsibility,
Principal Philip Binkley said.
"I am convinced that part of
carrying everything in your
bag is some sort of a status
thing," Binkley said. "If you
have a backpack, you're
cool."
The measure is being instituted following the tragedy
last week at Heath , High
School in Paducah, Ky. A
14-year-old student brought
guns to school and opened fire
on students, killing three and
wounding five.
"You don't want to feel that
would happen in your school,
but who knows?" said Kitty
Caner, a parent on the North
Ridgeville Middle School
committee that decided to ban
book bags.
Students at the middle
school for sixth- through
eighth-graders will have to
leave bags in their lockers
when they go from class to
class. Binkley said students
1,01 be given time to go to
their lockers between classes.

Couple gets
holiday ticket

Sat., Dec. 6 After Parade
12-2 p.m.
Sun., Dec. 7 • 2 p.m.-4 p.m,
Mon., Dec. 8 • 10 a.m.-Noon
• and 3 p.m.-5 p.m.
mai; Dec. II • 6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Fri., Dec. 12 • 6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

Backpacks
banned at
school

WALKER, La. (AP) — Blue
lights flashing and sirens howling,-three squad cars pulled over
a car from Illinois and handed
therli a ticket — to a Christmas
invitation.
"Why are they stopping us?"
Jean Hobbs of Troy, Ill., recalled
asking her husband, Cliff. "We
haven't done anything wrong."
Town Alderman Stan Cain
then. popped out of a patrol car
and asked the retired couple to be
the town's special guests for its
Christmas festival Saturday
afternoon.
They thought for a minute about the 530 or so miles between
Walker, near Baton Rouge, and
their home. Then Mrs. Hobb
s
said, "Why not? We've got
the
rest of our lives to get back
to
Troy."
By evening's end, the couple
had a key to the city and other
gifts, saw the Christmas parade
and ate jambalaya, cochon-du-lait
— roast pig — and gumbo. More
than 5,000 other people also got
the free meal. It was Walker's
Christmas gift to the public — all
of which was donated.
"Everybody's been so nice,"
Mrs. Hobbs said. "It's been
yvonderful."

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Friday in the country's largest 50 be lying and want
"Amistad" is one of the season's
s to interrogate
markets.
him in court. Shaeffer says newly
Academy Award favorites. But
But the judge, either from the discovered document
who will get the credit — direcs suggest
bench or in a written order, must Franzoni read "Ech
tor Steven Spielberg or a novelist
o of Lions"
assess the strength of Chasebut not "Black Mutiny."
who has sued to block the film's
Riboud's copyright infringement
DreamWorks' lawyers say
release?
complaint.
Chas
e-Riboud herself is a plaA federal judge has been asked
Chase-Riboud claims Dreamgiarist, arguing there are at least
to decide whether Spielberg plaWorks based much of "Amis- 88 similarities betw
een "Echo of
giarized Barbara Chase-Riboud's
tad" on her 1989 book "Echo of Lions" and "Black
novel, "Echo of Lions." The
Mutiny."
DreamWorks attorneys also have
judge also was to consider today Lions" without her permission.
circulated a passage from Chasewhether to block Wednesday's The book chronicles a real-life
Riboud's 1994 book "The Presi1839
slave ship rebellion led by a
release of the heavily promoted
dent's Daughter" that appears alSierra Leone slave named Joseph
slave ship epic.
most verbatim in Nella Larsen's
The allegations challenge the Cinque, and the resulting land1929
book "Passing."
mark
legal
reputation of Hollywood's bestcase, argued by John
known director over a movie Quincy Adams before the SuThe attorneys also say ChaseSpielberg calls "perhaps the most preme Court.
Ribo
ud is using the movie's imWhile no one can copyright
important of my career." In turn,
mine
nt opening to pressure
DreamWorks studio is attacking history, Chase-Riboud maintains
Drea
mWor
ks into a $5 million
the integrity of the award- DreamWorks illegally copied
settlement. The fledgling studio,
winning novelist who filed the "themes, dialogue, characters, rewhich released its first movie,
lationships, plots, scenes and ficlawsuit.
"The Peacemaker," in SeptemThe dispute has turned increas- tional inventions" she created for.
ber, says it has invested $70 mil"Echo of Lions."
ingly personal and vitriolic.
DreamWorks insists its movie a lion producing and marketing
"What an irony that the renowned filmmaker who produced is an original blend of history and' "Amistad."
and directed `The Color Purple' the book "Black Mutiny," first
Chase-Riboud said she did not
would be a party to denying a published 36 years before "Echo
plagiarize "Black Mutiny" and
of
Lions" and whose rights are
prominent black American of letthat any similarities are merely
ters and the arts her rightful rec- now owned by DreamWorks.
historical facts. Shaeffer said the
Actress-choreographer Debbie
ognition for raising public conallegedly plagiarized "Presisciousness about slavery," Allen, producer of "Amistad,"
dent's Daughter" passage "looks
Chase-Riboud's attorneys said in said she began working on the
like it came from a historical
film prior to "Echo of Lions—
court papers.
source."
Lawyers on both sides of the publication.
"No one likes to be called a
The film's credited screenwricase say U.S. District Judge Authief
," said Bert Fields, a lawyer
drey Collins is unlikely to stop ter, David Franzoni, swears he
for DreamWorks. "This is a very
neve
r read Chase-Riboud's book.
the film's much anticipated deimportant film for Steven. He has
but, scheduled for Wednesday in John Shaeffer, a lawyer for
African American kids he has
New York and Los Angeles and Chase-Riboud, said Franzoni may
adopted."

Workers search crash site

IRKUTSK, Russia (AP) —
Workers hacked away at the
charred hulk of an apartment
building with pickaxes and hammers today, looking for any sign
of those missing after the
weekend crash of a Russian military cargo plane.
Rescue workers clad in orange
jumpsuits to stave off the Siberian cold cleared away the last
pieces of the military cargo jet
that demolished the building, and
went through the ruins brick by
brick in the search for remains.
Fifty-seven bodies had been recovered, but only six had been
identified by late today. Eight
people were missing and presumed dead.
Authorities said the exact death
toll and many other circumstances surrounding Saturday's
crash remained unclear.
Pressed by residents and reporters for the cause of crash,
Emergency Situations Minister
Sergei Shoigu said: "I'm waiting
for answers too."
Despite temperatures around
minus 4, somber residents stood
at the scene of the devastation,
some crying. Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin visited the
crash site and tried to console a
woman whose two teen-age
children were killed in her
apartment.
"I lost two sons, ages 16 and
13," said 53-year-old Natalya
Davidova, before breaking down
in sobs.
The An-124 cargo jet that
slammed into the residential
neighborhood seconds after ta-

Vacationer locked out
SHERBURNE, Vt.(AP) — It's
one thing to get locked out of
your condominium while on vac-

ation. It's quite another to get
locked out nude.
Just ask a New Jersey man

We can provide information and
coverage for your

LIFE
INSURANCE

Whole Life
Family Protection
Business Insurance
Qualified and Non-Qualifie
d Annuities
Mortgage Protection
Children's Insurance
Term Insurance
Universal Life
Ask about Shelter's
HOME, CAR, FARM, BUS
INESS
coverages too.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
401 S. 12th St., Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

CABLECONAM
youg LOCAL CONNECTION TO THE
WORLD

844 8. 12th St.•753-6005

keoff was carrying two Sukhoi Siberian
weather.
fighter jets for export to Vietnam
Defense Ministry experts in
and had 100 tons of fuel in its Moscow
were examining the
tanks, sparking an explosion and plane's blaci
box flight recorintense fire on impact. The bo- ders, which
were badly damaged
dies of many of the dead were because of the
heat generated by
badly burned.
the explosion.
The aircraft of the Russian air
In the meantime, a Defense
force's transport command was Ministry spokesman
said all
carrying 23 people, all of whom AN-124s have been grou
nded undied in the crash. Most of the til the cause of the crash
can be
other dead were believed to be determined.
residents of the apartment block.
At the crash site, the ground
Also, at least two children died at was littered with wood
splinters,
an orphanage, which ceught fire shards of glass, ice,
and bits of
when the plane clipped it during metal such as soup
cans. Resiits deadly ascent.
dents looked at the ashes for
Twelve other.people remained
signs of their belongings, among
hospitalized, including five
them one of the luckiest of the
children.
survivors.
Chernomyrdin, appointed by
Andrei Dercvenchuk, 53, lives
President Boris Yeltsin to head
in the only apartment in the enthe investigation, said the crew
tire five-story building to have
was not at fault and blamed unsurvived the crash intact. He
specified "technical reasons"
wore a sooty blue jacket, black
instead.
fur hat and brown fur boots, his
"In that situation, the pilots grizz
led face unshaven since the
obviously did all their best, turnaccident.
ing away from the central part of
His wife, daughter and young
the residential area," he said.
grandson also survived the crash
The chief pilot had 20 years'
— his wife only after firemen
experience, according to Russian
plucked her off their fourth-floor
Television.
balcony.
Despite Chernomyrdin's comBut the retired airplane factory
ment, other officials insisted intechnician remained focused on
vestigators remained baffled by
the horrendous loss of life, not
the cause.
the fact his live had been spared.
Scenarios being considered in"It was Saturday, a day off —
cluded the possibility that the
everyone was here, everyone was
plane was loaded with substanat home," he said, gesturing to
dard fuel that caused the engines
the ruined building. "I know
to stall; the cargo may not have
them all, all the people who di
been properly secured and broke
"They're dead. They're du ,
loose during takeoff; pilot error;
he repeated incredulously. "They
inadequate de-icing in the frigid
all died."

• We'll always be there for you.

quieluir Lai Insurance CS Hares
Ofnee 1817 W Illrosdsrsy, Columbia MO
88218

in the nude

who wanted to spend a little time
in an outdoor hot tub while on a
ski vacation in Vermont. And
while he forgot his keys, the unidentified man remembered his
cell phone.
"I know this is going to sound
weird," the man told the state
police dispatcher when he called
for help, asking her to promise
she wouldn't laugh. Then he explained his predicament.

He had checked into his condo
and decided to have a relaxing
soak in the hot tub located on the
outdoor deck. He took off his
clothes, stepped outside and shut
the sliding glass door behind him.
At that point he discovered two
things: The tub wasn't hot and he
was locked out.
The state police called a
nearby service station that sent
help.

Quality Chiropractic Care
For You And Your Family
• Convenient
Hours and
Location
• Caring Staff
• Same Day
Appointments
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Children's registry
for toys makes debut

DEATHS

WOBURN, Mass. (AP) With a Polaroid camera in hand,
8-year-old Spencer Lopez was
William T. (Pete) Hicks, 93, South Fourth Street, Murray, died SaGraveside services for Mrs. Ruth Futrell were today at 10 a.m. at
searching the aisles to make sure
turday, Dec. 6, 1997, at 8:20 a.m. at his home.
Pleasant Hill Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes. Erwane Jones
Santa would get the right toys on
He
was
a
retired
employee
of
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
of
his Christmas wish list.
Born March 2, 1914, in Trigg County, he was the son of the late Joe
Pillbearers were Shaun Appel, Bob Parish, Jack Scott, Bobby Scott,
Toys R Us stores also are tryHicks and Leola Turner Hicks. One sister, Mrs. Maudie Hardin, and
G.C. Fennell and Billy Wilson. Miller Funeral Home of Murray was
ing
to make sure children receive
two
brothers,
Jesse
Hicks
and
Dell
Roy
Hicks,
arrangements.
preceded him in death.
in charge of
gifts they want this holiday
the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Vonnie Fox Hicks; one daughter,
Mrs. Futrell, 79, Hudson, Ill., died Wednesday, Dec. 3, 1997, at
But they have a different
season.
Mrs.
Loretta
H.
Berberich
and husband, Louis, Murray; one son, Wil5:45 p.m. at Hudson.
avoiding the uncertainty
plan
for
liam Romain Hicks and wife, Sarah, New Concord; one brother, MarHer husband, Connie E. Futrell, and one brother, Rex Kilgore, preletters
to Santa: They're offerof
vin Hicks and wife, Myrtle, Dover, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Rida
ceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Seldon F. Kilgore
ing
a
registry.
Williams, and husband, Greg, and Earl Hicks and wife, Cheryl, New
and Bertie Hendon Kilgore.
The chain has created the regiConcord, Fayla Berberich, Teddy Hicks and friend, Debbie Kingins,
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Cathie Apel and husband, Alat all of its stores in the Unstry
Murray; five great-grandchildren, Stephanie, Justin, Autumn, Tori,
len, Hudson, Ill.; three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Olive Flood, Murray, and
ited
States and Puerto Rico. And
and Melissa.
Mrs. Laura Morrison and Mrs. Pearl Sholar, Dexter, one brother-inlike
registries for brides-to-be, it
Hobson Futrell, Hammond, Ind.; two grandchildren; three greatallows
youngsters to put together
grandchildren.
a wish-list of gifts they would
like "to receive.
Company officials say it saves
The Rev. James 0. Reed, 73, Paducah, died Friday, Dec. 5i, 1997, at
shopping time for busy adults and
Lourdes
Hospital,
Paducah.
The funeral mass for Fredrick A. Sullivan will be Tuesday at 10
cuts down on return hassles for
Born in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Reble Reed
a.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Ray Goetz will officiate. Burial
both the store and the gift-getters.
and
Nettie
Barneu
Reed.
He
was
a
member
of
New
Union
Baptist
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
While gift registries are noChurch
and
served
as
custodian
for
many
years
for
McCracken
A Rosary service will be today at 5 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
thing new, having one for childCounty School Board.
Funeral Home of Murray where friends may call from 3 to 7 p.m.
ren is. And some question
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Katie Elizaeth Turner Reed, to
today (Monday).
whether it sends too commercial
• whom he had been married for 54 years; two daughters, Mrs. Geneva
Mr. Sullivan, 84, North 17th St., Murray, died Friday, Dec. 5, 1997,
a message to children.
Reed Young, Paducah, and Mrs. Edna Kelly, Tennessee; two sons,
at his home.
Kathleen Seiders, a marketing
Benny Reed, Murfreesboro, Tenn., and Frederick B. Reed, Paducah;
He was a Navy veteran of World War II and Korean Conflict. He
professor at Babson College in
seven grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church. He was the son of the late
Wellesley, called the toy registry
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral
Edward Sullivan and Louise Parker Sullivan. Two grandchildren,
a "brilliant PR move" but can
Home,
Paducah.
the
Rev.
Harold
Greer
and
the
Rev.
Eugene
Clark
Kathline Farar and Jason Gertsch also preceded him in death.
see how some people may find
will officiate. Burial will follow in Concord Baptist Church Cemetery.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dolores Sullivan; three daughters,
the practice distasteful.
Mrs. Victoria Pulford, Port Huemene, Calif., Mrs. Eliaabeth Mro"Some people are going to acwinski and husband, Robert, Schaumberg, Ill., and Mrs. Marguerite
cept it, and others think it's
Gertsch, New Concord; six grandchildren, Kelly Mrowinski, Richard
creepy or appalling," she said.
Mrs. Beuy J. Williams, 52, Paducah, died Thursday, Dec. 4, 1997, "I would definitely expect a
Kirby, Joseph Gertsch, Fred Pulford, Amy Moncue, and Heather
at 6:19 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Gunter and husband, Rogers; six great-grandchildren.
50-50 split. I think the feeling is
A member of Lone Oak Church of Christ and Highlands Homemakkids are too young to be given
ers Club, she was formerly employed by the Department of Health and
that materialist -option. I think it
Human Services. Her father, James DaVania, preceded her in death.
goes against our value system."
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Cathy Williams Schmitt, PaServices for Mrs. Irene R. Powell were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
Nevertheless, Spencer declared
chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Joe D. ducah, and Mrs. Carla Williams Henry, Murray; her mother, Mrs.
it an "excellent idea" and volunThorn, the Rev. Roy Gibson and the Rev. David Brasher officiated. Jeanette Stokes DaVania, Paducah; one brother, Richard Glenn DaVateered to give it a test run. Armed
nia, Kirkwood, Mo.
Burial was in Hillcrest Cemetery.
with a hand-held scanner, the
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Harmony Church
brown-eyed second -grader
Home, Paducah. Mike Tanaro officiated. Burial was in Mount Kenton
Building Fund, Symsonia Road, Benton, or Marshall County Hospital
bounded up and down the aisles,
Cemetery.
Auxiliary, 503 George McClain Dr., Benton, KY 42025.
shooting the laser beam across
Mrs. Powell, 90, Benton, died Friday, Dec. 5, 1997, at 9 a.m. at
the bar codes of his favorite toys.
Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
As Spencer's mother, Leslie
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ina Bolen, two sons, Howard
Capachietti, watched her son and
Mrs. Helen Ann McLean, 62, Princeton, died Wednesday, Dec. 3,
Powell and Victor Powell, and one sister, Mrs. Mary Holshouser, all
daughter Marisa, 7, try the regi1997, at noon at the home of a sister in Louisville.
of Benton; seven grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren.
stry scanner, she cautioned them
She had served as substitute teacher in the Caldwell County School
to be reasonable as they added
System and was a member of Shepherd Street Baptist Church. She
items. "Marisa, I don't think you
was the daughter of the late Ulysses Walton and Willa Harper Gray
have that many relatives," she
Walton.
said.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Rayetta (Ray) Stations Fowler were Sunday at
Survivors include three daughers, Mrs. Alvia Littleton, Fort CampBut Spencer was a definite fan
2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev.
bell, Mrs. Ida Denise Boatenriter, Nashville, Tenn., and Stephanie
of the new method of letting
Danny Mitcheson and the Rev. Mikey Jones officiated. Mrs. Mae PerAnn McLean, Chantilly, Va..; three sons, William McLean Jr., PhiSanta and others know his toy
due was organist. Burial was in Fowler Family Cemetery, Cadiz.
ladelphia, Pa., Zonnie McLean, Murray, and Stephen McLean, Albuchoices.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Pennyroyal Hospice,
querque, N.M.; five sisters, Mrs. Lorita Ricketts and MNrs. Gwendo"I won't have to use my com1821 E. 9th St., Hopkinsville, KY 42240.
lyn Nix, Indianapolis, Ind., mrs. Shirley Acoff, Louisville, Mrs. Patrito send letters all around,"
puter
Mrs. Fowler, 40, Valley Drive, Cadiz, formerly of Murray, died
cia Norman, Savannah, Ga., and Mrs. Regina Phillips, Princeton; one
he said. "Or when they call they
Thursday, Dec. 4, 1997, at 7:10 p.m. at her home.
brother, Harmon Gray, Indianapolis, Ind.
won't use up all my time on the
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockThe funeral was Saturday at 2 p.m. at Shepherd Street Baptist
telephone."
Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Darvin Stom will officiate.
Church, Princeton. Burial was in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
The system is set up like most
Pallbearers will be Bill Berberich, Mark Moore, Max Parrish, Paul
Born March 9, 1957, at Mayfield, she was the daughter of the late
registries. Customers sign up at a
Parrish, Milton Jone snad Joe Choppi. Burial will follow in Old Salem
Marshall Wendell Stations and Ann Light Stations. One stepson,
service desk and use one of six
Cemetery.
Daniel-David Francis Fowler, preceded her in death.
hand-held scanners to record each
Survivors include her husband, David Fowler; one sister, Mrs.
Marsha Allen, Nashville, Tenn.; her paternal grandmother, Mrs. Myra
Dean Terrell Stations, Cadiz; one niece, Carrie Horton, Nashville,
Tenn.
The funeral for Floyd Kennith (Kenny) Nixon was today at 11 a.m.
in LeDon Chapter of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Jerry Massey and the Rev. Charles Orr officiated.
Pallbearers were Claude Wilkins, Jimmy Williams, Rex Hartsfield,
Eddie Martin, Bill Belt and Jim Wimberley, active. Members of
Final rites for Troy Ed Jackson Mrs. Mildred Jackson; one grandFriendship Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church, Paris, served
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the daughter, Patty Monroe; one
as an honorary group. Burial was in Spring Hill Cemetery, Nashville, chapel of Collier Funeral Home, grandson, Jackie Rudolph; three
Researchers say everyone
Tenn.
dreams. Some people just never
Benton. John Hicks officiated. sisters; one brother.
Mr. Nixon, 71, of Paris, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died Thursday, Burial was in Marshalt County
remember dreaming.
Dec. 4, 1997, at Colorado University Hospital in Denver.
Memory Gardens.
He formerly owned Kentucky Candy Products at Almo. He built
Expressions of sympathy may
nine Kentucky Fried Chicken franchises in Louisville, and was the
be made to Hardin Church of
founder, president and CEO of Mendenhall Laboratories. He was a
Christ Building Fund, 156 Watkmember of the Assembly of God Church, attended First Baptist ins St., Hardin, KY 42048.
yomE CURED by David Riley
Church of Paris and was a member of the Paris-Henry County ChamMr. Jackson, 90, Benton, died
ber of Commerce.
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
Thursday, Dec. 4, 1997, at 8:30
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Hastings Nixon, to whom he
p.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
was married in February 1989; one son, Chuck Nixon and wife, Janet, Benton.
flavor, because it's aged almost a full year!
Columbia, Tenn.; two stepsons, Mark Paschall and Richard Paschall,
One daughter, Mrs. Dixie JackPlace Holiday Orders Now!
Paris; one stepdaughter, Patsy Simpson of Clarksville, Tenn.; two son Rudolph, preceded him in
Toll Free 1-888-780-8270
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Jessie Nixon, Old Hickory, Tenn. and Mrs. Mary
death. He was the son of the late
VISA
Local (502) 759-6128
Nixon, Clarksville, Tenn.; two grandsons, Chucky Nixon and Bryan
Leslie Jackson and Zula Pearl
UPS Shipping
Nixon; one stepgrandaughter, Natalie Paschall; and several nieces and
Magness Jackson.
P.O. Box 724, Murray, KY 42071
nephews.
Survivors include his wife,

William T.(Pete) Hicks

Mrs. Ruth Futrell

Rev, James 0. Reed

Fredrick A. Sullivan

Mrs. Betty J. Williams

Mrs. Irene R. Powell

Mrs. Helen Ann McLean

Mrs. Rayetta Stallons Fowler

Floyd Kennith Nixon

Troy Ed Jackson

Save Your Life—
Stop Smoking

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Ser vice December I,107
Kentucky Purchase Ars Hog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Stations Receipts: AcL 34 Est. 75 Barrows &
Giks 51.110.51.23 lower Sows steady
$41.0 • 11.75
ViS 1-3 231-244 lbs.-$3711.
US 1-3 215-234 lbs.-S11.511 • 4114
US 3-1 241•2411
• 33.411
US 1.2 241-215 lbs.----.......

Sows
US 1.2 2711.391
-S33.N • 27.11
US 1.3 30-44 lbs.
S24.0 • 211.14
34.0
US 1-3 454-325 IN
$33.1111 35.111
US 1-3 525 & up
US 2•3 34111-541 lbs.----------$24.411 • 25.00
Boars 521-511-23.114
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Santa Shops Here Sale

Coll toll-freel-800-ACS-2345

of the requested items. When
they're done, they turn in the
scanner and then can get a printout of their selection.
Printouts listing the toys, their
prices and whether they have already, been purchased for the
child are then available to potential gift-givers. A registry entered
at one store can be accessed at
others across the country.
Rebecca Caruso, vice president
for corporate communications at
the company's Paramus,
N.J.-headquarters, said it's particularly popular with out-of-town
grandparents.
"People liked it," she said of
a two-year test run in, Detroit.
"They thought it was a nice service and a convenience for
them."
Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as ot 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..8127.75 - 21.38
Air Products............. 7813/4 + 7/s
A T & T.........—........
Bell South .......—.-----.55 + 3/a
Briggs & Stratton-- 51'/ia + 1/s
Bristol Myers Squibb.---.9434 r 1/1
CBT Corp. Ky.'
2914B 301/4A
Caterpillar........
......52s/s + 74
Chrysler........................357/s NC
Dean Foods.................54s/s + 14
Ford Motor................. 4574 • 5/4
General
- 34
General Motors............631/2 + 14
+ 14
Goodyear
---65's/ia
shs
I B M.......................1117/a 3fs
Ingersoll Rand ...... 4134 • sht
K U Energy.............. 351/2 +
Kroger....... .............3614 - 1/a
L G & E
............2234 NC
Lucent
+
Mattel
......
+
McDonalds
4734 - 3/4
Merck
• Vs
Microsoft
+ 1s/s
J.C. Penney..................6434 •
Peoples First's...—. 3r/sB 391/2A
Quaker Oats...........52"/33 + 33/xi
Schering-Plough..............62 + 'its
Sears
471/4 +
Texaco.....
.....--SP/4 - 3/4
Time Warner................5774 + 1/4
Union Planters..........661/2 + 11/4
UST ..........................321sha + 1/
- 14
'Hillard Lyons is a market maker in IhIS
SOY*
NC - no change in price.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Inform ation
Available
Upon Request.

410t"
.
HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
Mord, W L Lycns, Inc_ • Mamba! NYSE_ and SIP(

CAUSE
FOR
APPLAUSE
v-.

Lynda Grey Houck

December 10-31
AMERKAN
TH'S
EN NOTHING 517 CANCER
SOCJETY
MIONTIII TRAM TM SWORD

Big League
• Chaise
• Big Man's Scale
• Removable Back
• Wallaway4 Recliner
• Handle Activated
• #268-46

P",
om

THIS WEEK'S
LUCKY WINNERS!
Mitzi Adams of Murray, KY and
Joan Jones of Murray, KY
were the the lucky winners in our
Holiday Barbie Giveaway!
•
Stop by Toyota of Murray and register for a Holiday Barbie to be
given away every Saturday til
Christmas!

Toyota of Murray
US Hwy 641 South • 753-4961

1°11

Realtor
of The
Year

Retail $859.95

63•96
Wiggins Furniture
Sale Price S4

(502) 753-4566
2 miles North of Murray on 641 - 4 lane across from
Memorial Gardens

F
irm
GREY'S
PROPERTIES

b

7- ---,II— --
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
ILIPISlY Asti

VSr
li

$6.25 Column Inch
40% Dacount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3rd Run.
oi 3 Ads Must Run YAM 4 Day Period.)
$225 per column Inch extra to
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Adt
30e per word, $6.00 rrithlrnum
I st day.6c per word per day for
ooch additional consecutive
day. $200 extra to; Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) 82.00 extra for
blind box ads.

iciallgifiL22113fPgia
required to maks
A $2.00..wil b•
any changes to ad offer deadline.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

41.

ocal ciamr servcs"
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-69E31
ATTENTION Fiestaurants!' Need quality catfish?
We've got granted, farm
raised Alabama catfish.
Call F G at Meadow Lane
Enterprise (k02)435-4147
STERLING Silver Jewelry
at affordable prices, San
Marco & other unique designs Hair Art, Dixieland
Center 753-6745.

BIBLE Message 759-5177
CONCERT TICKET GIFT
IDEAS- KY Opry Country
Christmas Dec 18th, $10;
Van Dells, New Years Eve,
$49439,lodging pkg. available. Joi DIM*, Jan. 3rd,
$26/$19, David Allan Coe,
Jan 17th, $19/$14, Delbert
McClinton, Jan 24th,
. $19/$16 EXECUTIVE INN
KY
Paducah,
1-800-866-3636
COUNTRY Jean,- your
Carhartt store. Open Wed,
Thur, Fn, Sat. 10am-4pm
until December 24th, Buy
Gerhart clothes tor work or
casual wear for Christmas.
5 miles out on 94 E.
759-1062.,
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981_

Boyds Collections
Mohair bears Limited Edition series
have arrived at Wild Raspberry,
plus all the other hears & hairs you can
trust are in stock.
416 Main St.
753-0859

Not-for-profit organization seeks local food
service agency to prepare meals for local
program.
Qualified providers will have:
1. a 605 permit per KRS217.125
2. certified dietician or access to such services
3. capability of preparing 100+ meals daily (IA-F)
For further information, respond with a memorandum of Interest to: P.O. Box 1040-S,
Murray, KY 42071 NLT Dec. 10, 1997.
•

/ ALPINE
*
4
)
0c

r0Sgabo

Clarion'

7.1f:s
Car Audio

Sunset

Boulevard Music
753-3113

i- e r
, ter

HALEY'S
Si UglyPuck
WA

Rental and Sales

Cars, Custom

Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 SO. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Want
To Buy

AUTO Body/ Painter to
Street Rod and Restoration
facility. Must be experienced and have own tools.
Apply in person or call,
Flashbacks, ,400 East
Wood St, Paris, TN
(901)642-4411

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

AVON- $8-$18/hr ,No door
to door. Easy methods!
Quick Cash! 'Bonuses'
1-800-827-4640.

EXPERIENCED tree climber with knowledge to run a
bucket truck. Pay according to experience Cell
437-3044.

CLEAN-UP after new construction. Commercial
and residential Experienced and references
Phone Valerie 436-5914,
evening hours

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
753-4199 Nation wide

1-800-455-4199

570

Homes For Sale

460

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehkles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Free Column
Wanted

HOUSE cleaning II commercial cleaning. Call Lori
474-8340.
WILL sit with elderly $6 an
hour 10 yrs experience
Call 753-2637
100
Business
Opportunity
RESTAURANT for sale Of
lease 753-8856
ISO
Ward

To Buy
ANTIQUES- piece or estates. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418
WANTED riding masers &
4_wheekprs that need work
436-2987

Card of (Thanks
FOR Sale: Table with 4
chairs, $75. Couchbveseat- chair,$200. Hidea-Bed kr:reseal, 2yrs old,
$200. Chest, $25. Desk
with chair, $50. OBO. Call
753-4866, after 5pm.

be responsible for onl y one
Incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported Immediately so corrections
can be mode.

OFFICE HOURS-,
Mori.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• Deadlines we 2 days
in advancel

Articles
For Sale

condition, $10. Call
759-9215 ask for Sherry.

IN LOVING MEMOU

25 PIECES of Jeweitea,
mint
condition.
502-527-5352, leave
message- will return your
call.
200
Spoils
7 Equipment
GUNS, buy, sell, trade,
436-5650
POWER-RIDER, like new,
$125 obo. Call 753-8197,
after 5pm.
WINCHESTER Over/under
20 ga. with mec. reioader,
many extras, $800. Browning Bar 270 cal. auto w/
shells, case, must see.
$475. 489-2617.

4
. 4.

210

FIREWOOD by truck load.
Will deliver. 767-9822.
FIREWOOD for sale. Call
Bobby after 5pm,
354-6083.

KIMBALL ORGAN. VERY
GOOD CONDITION.
GOOD FOR CHURCH OR
HOME. $500 OBO
492-8514.

BP
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

1BR, available now, stove
refrigerator, all utilities
furnished. Coleman RE
753-9898.

2BR, 2 full & 2 half bath.
Washer, dryer, refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher & whole
house vac. Carport & patio.
Separate 20'X30' storage
building. $575imo $575 deposit. No pets. References
Handicap Accessible.
753-3018 leave message
please.

1984 BUCCANEER 14x80, 1BR Diuguid Dr, new. Call
3br 2 bath,appliances,cen- Coleman Realty 753-9898
tral h/a, new carpet &
underpinning. Extra nice.
753-9866.
1985 FLEETWOOD 14x70,
2br, 1 bath, dishwasher,
micxowave, stove, refrigerator, central h/a, new
underpinning. Rented lot Of
move. 753-9866.

Though your time with us was short,
One thing was always true
Each day of your life was filled
With happiness, love and fun, too!
I often wonder what you'd be like today.
Married or a father, even?
With each new day, I feel your absence
And am left only -to imagine.

2BR duplex in Northwood.
$400/mo. 759-4406.

Greatly loved and missed,
Your Sister

41/As

-Need ExtraCash?
Run a Classified. —
Teaching Position Available
Regional Alternative Center, Murray
Grades 6-9, valid and current Kentucky
certification required. Middle Schobl or
High School certification preferred.
Minority applicants are encouraged to
apply.

Approximate start date
February 2, 1998
Send letter of application and resume'
with three references to:

Jayne Crisp
WKEC
Special Ed. Building, P.O. Box 9
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week (13 week minimum)

7534916

DIAL

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
(Insured

INSURANCE

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services

Lou V. McGary

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
\4:lavld
44,
Borders
Phone (502) 759-4

e
W astm.
Al!

CCommercial
Disposal

280
Babb
Homo For Root

GROGAN'S Mobile Home
Court 2br, $175-$240/mo
753-3860 or 759-2570

•-•
rims
.

Service)

All Types of Refuse

1-800-585-6033

\ik

Ed's Wheel Alignmen
Alignment A Complete Brake Service,
Stab end Shocks s*,

YR Ohs St.
RENT to own: 14X80, 2br, \
RY431
lihrray,
k
2 bath in Grogans Trader
Park. Coleman RE,
753-969e.

elee-Prl
1:55.4:0

Business
Rentals

Uwe Yee" Ourisr
(292) 756101

MIKE'S
GUTTER
CLEANING

300

502-3824440

rMurray-Calloway
County Hospital

641 Storage
\II Sims
Applause

28R, 1 bath with carport
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup,
$475/mo, Tyr lease, 1
month deposit. No pets,
753-2905 or 753-7536.

EASTSI DE

1974 2br, 1 bath, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator &
deck included. $3500 obo.
492-6151.

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Coy
ers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

WAS HER & dryer
$100/ea. 328-11064.

1 ROOM apt with refrigerator, water paid. $120/mo. 1
person. No pets. Available
Dec. 1st. 753-1203.

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

artm.nts
or Rant

14X70 3br, 1'/i bath.
$300/mo. 12X65 2br,
$260/mo. Deposits, references & lease. 753-6012.

151

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. Equal Opportunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted.
753-4109.

320

QUEEN size wedding ring
quilt, $400 502-247-5119

SPORTS CARDS FOR
SALE" Baseball, basketball, football, hockey from
78 to 96. Set of 4 boxes
Must poi!' Cal for more
details 753-2240

1BR, low utilitie, 1209 N
12th St, references & deposit required. $235/mo.
753-3949 or 748-5924.

Mobil,
Homes For Ilds

READY for you to move in!
GAS insert, LP, ventiess 12X60 mobile home. Cenwith blower, 29,000 BTU tral h/a,front porch, 2br 14
bath. May lease setup or
$400 guaranteed
move. Close to MSU cam759-2203.
pus. $4,000 obo. Call
LEER topper for Dodge Da- 492-8103.
kota short wheel base
truck 474-8340

SOLID oak roll top desk
constructed by Omish
759-4845

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

4 CAR shop with air compressor. 753-4509.

1993 SOUTHERN Prestige, 16X80, large mastiff
bedroom, garden tub,
matching swivel rockers 2 treated decking, board
matching lounge chairs & underpinning, 12X16 coy
ottoman. End tables. ered deck, 12X7 sun deck
436-2731.
759-4845

LP GAS REFILL SPECIAL
Wad 20Ib cyl. $4.95, 100lb
cyl $2795 B&B Brokers.
701 So 12th. 753-4389

Apertmenta
For Rant

753-3853

270

God suddenly called you home
Five years ago today;
The pain and hardships of this world
Left behind at Heaven's Gate.

320

All Size Units
Available

STOREY- Clark piano.
436-5604 nights.

Nov. 26, 1974 - Dec. 8, 1992

God forgive my tears;
A silent wish that you were here.
Please know that in my heart,
Brother, you'll always be near.

Business
WWI

Firewood

- JASON BORDERS .%

4.:•

300

FIREWOOD.
Call
436-5014 & leave
message.

In Loving Memory

Thanksfor each act ofkindness shown
us during the illness and death ofour soul
mate and dad, Bobby McKinney.
For each prayer,gift, visit, calls, cards,
food and flowers.
Special thanks to Dr. Dan Miller and
Dr.Dowdy,the emergency room staff, the
C.C. Unit and 3rd Floor Nurses that
helped make him comfortable in his last
days. To our pastor Bro. Glynn Orr who
stood faithful by our side. Bro. Heyward
Roberts for each comforting word. To
Kathy Ligon and Jill Herndon for the
beautiful music and the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
To all family members, friends and'
neighbors that were therefor us. Each one
moil, our great loss a little easier to bear
and we will ever be so grateful. May God
bless each of you.
Linda, Tracy & Nicky

150

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train, & veil Laced
w/pearis, size 8 $500 obo
OTR Driver needed Dedi- Worn .one time only.
cated runs from Jackson, 759-9824 after 4 00
TN to Wisconsin. Round
BASSETT solid wood with
trip. Home weekends. Call glass tops, end tables and
(901)247-5856.
coffee table. 'Good condiPART-time position at local tion. $250/all 474-8704 afdaycare. Must be'18yrs or ter 5pm or leave message.
older & have high school
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
diploma or GED Call
has a great selection at
753-4181 or apply in perDecades Ago antique store
son at Tiny Hearts School.
in Hazel We also appraise
buy cons &paper money.
SEEKING bright, motivated
professional individual for 753-4161
PT position Fri-Sun nights
Applicants must possess DOLL Collectors- Doll &
wicker baby carriage from
good communication &
the Hamilton Collectioncomputer skills. Send resumes only to: PO Box 213, "Rebecca" by Jennifer
Esteban- 16'4'tall- Never
Murray, KY 42071
taken out of box Call
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 759-5708
business partners needed.
ENGAGEMENT RINGOpen to everyone Unlim14K gold.
ct marquise
ited income potential for
diamond ring color Hi,
Life! Positions limited. Call
clarity SI1!S12 have diaimmediately!!
mond guarantee $850
606-278-0544
759-2509
WORK FROM HOME PT/
FOR Sale 1yr old Nordic
FT $982-$6947/mo FREE
INFORMATION BOOK- Rider $200 obo Call after
5pm, 753-8390
LET 1-800-373-8188 or
%ow, youcanworkfromhom
FOR Sale Extra'good hay,
e corn
covered round or square
bales, suitable for horses or
070
cattle 753-6567
Domestic
& Childcare
FULL-size waterbed 2

HOME or OFFICE CLEANING! One time cleaning or
done on a regular basis
Dependable with references Free estimates' Call
762-4769

McConnell
Insurance Agency

REASONABLY priced,
used electric concrete
mixer Call 753-5154, after
5pm.

BUSY physicians office
needs Phlebotomist 4 days 18" DISH SATELLITE
per week. Send resume to: Crystal clear picture, only
PO Box 1040-C, Murray, $199. Programming as low
as $15 a month! Also get 6
KY 42071
HBO Channels, $10. Call
CAVING- Movie Extras 75,3-7419
PrriBuction Trainees. FlifT1
18* 14KT gold Herringbone
Studio. 502-327-1894.
chain. 23.1 gram.%
'
thick.
COMPUTER Users 753-2135, after 5pm.
needed. Work own hrs
$20K to $50K/yr
3YR old washer & dryer,
1-800-348-7186 x 486.
$400/set obo. Call after
DERMATOLOGY of Mur- 5pm, 759-4148.
ray is now seeking pact- 4 TON Trane central 'air
time office help. If you can conditioner unit, $150 obo
type, work well with people, 753-9912
have a pleasant upbeat attitude & enjoy working in a AIR Compressor, 60 gal
small office, we want to tank, parts, washer, sofa
hear from you! Please send sleeper, Kenmore HD
resume by Dec. 12th to washer 12ft boat, motor &
300 S 8th St, Suite 281 W, trailer Call 759-0986.
Murray, KY 42071. All po- AM/FM stereo and cassette
tential candidates will be player, excellent condition,
contacted personally for in- $20 Jollytime bouncer
terview. No phone calls seat, excellent condition,
please.
$10. 2 lap trays, excellent

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

Happy Birthda
For Sale or Lease 470
365
370. Commercial Properly for Sale 480
Pets & Supplies. 485
380
Livestock & Supplies 490
390
Yard Sale 495
400
Public Sale 500
410
Home Loans 510
420
Real Estate 520
430
Lake Property 530
435
Lois For Sale 550
440
Farms
For Sale 360
450

140

COMPANY Coming?? Call
Mrs. V's Cleaning for a
clean house' Fast, Fnendly
Service' Senior Discounts'
436-5995

Phone: 753-6910

Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
..................... Firewood
Musical

In Memory
...... Miscellanesius
240....... .....
260.... Mobile Home Lou For Sale
270.
Mobile Homes For Sale
280..........Mobile Homes For Rent
285... Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290
Heating And Cooling
300
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
330
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
340
360..
........ For Rent Or Lease

Help
Wanted

•

No age limit to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some ot
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree information call

753-1916

Advertisers are requested
to check the first Insertion
of their ads for any error

Murray Ledger & Times win
Card a Thank_s
Legal Notice 140
010
Notice 150
020
........ Personals 155
025.................
Roommate Wanted 160
040
. Lost And Found 165
050.... .
Help Wanted 170
060
Domestic & Childcare 180
070
090
Position Wanted 190
'Business Opportunity .195
100
Instruction 200
110
Computers 210......
120
130
. For Sale Or Trade 220

fifi0

CANCER
INSURANCE

CALL

ZE
TC)
A4)LI

ADJUSTMENTS

ailable

762-1100

753-5585

St
tet1;;...4,
;

MEDIC ARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does wilily.5760 on Part A;$100on Part B.Call me for
more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
What ci Way to Start the Week'

- Dial Now
Advertise Here!
Weer He
cOMetsp es Formal
'Formal

fitr.00

ad

quarters

r liabFe.1
us
ele
o
W

Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
* Rentals begin at $29.99
* Area's largest A only In Stock Formal Wow.
* Social Inviudioris by Carlton Cyst and McPherson.
* Discounts on muds depending on sirs of wedding
304 Male Street
Court Square West
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 30242
(502 753•1300
(901) 642.530S
Pr rows and Ranquou
Wyd./tw

of
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320

320

R1511536,

2BR $325/no Plus utrli
ties Deposit/ lease re
quired Available Jan 12th
767 0190
2BR apartment 706 Olive
No pets $325/mo deposit 759 0808
2BR duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher,w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898
2YR old lbr apartment,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, wid No pets
$325 + deposit 753-0870
3BR apt, stove & refngera
tor furnished, central h/a
1303 Chestnut St
759-4696
BRAND new duplex 2br,
14 bath, central hia, w/d
dw, stove, refrigerator, carpeted, 144 & 146 Megan
Dr In Cambridge Estates
lease required, references
required $600 deposit &
month 759-9746
CABIN Apartments on the
lake, Cypress community
Furnished, utilities included. $450/mo.
436-5099.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house wtwasher &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm.
753-10606 after 5pm

)2

rid

EXTRA nice 1&213( apartments at Farmington,
washer- dryer stove- refrigerator, dishwasher, central heat & air, carpet lbr
$315 2br $390 Includes
water & trash pick up, deposit & references required Available now at
762-4483
EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath,
central Ilia all appliances
included, 1375/mo lyr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets Call 753-2905 or
753-7536
FOR LEASE, 2br/ 1 bath in
Sherry Lane Estates Apartments $495/mo. lease no
pets Has all appliances
plus stack washer & dryer
Will have fresh paint and
carpet cleaned Call Lynda
at Grey's Properties
759-2001
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westfy Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888
NATIONAL HOTEL
APARTMENTS, Main at
6th. now accepting applications tor lb( & 2br, utilities
included. Rent based on
income Elderly or disabled. Equal Housing Opportunity 502-753-0762

Lakeland Wesley Village
Retirement Community •

)rt.,

Ky Lake Areas Best Kepi Secret
* 55+ residents are special io js * ammenties ot on see supportive
* Beautiful new 2 bedroom garden serves
home apanments
* Scheduled transportation
* Screened porches & capons * Grocery ancl beaSy salon
* Computer Naming cenler
available
* Actertes & weiness Program
Bonus early rentals receive let month's rent complimentary. Come
grow with us in a mho, secure, planned retirement communky.
Open House Daily 10-4
1127 Village Rd. 066 Benton, KY 42025
Phone 354•111411 • TDO 1-100-2474510

)!

)day.

ience

CHOOSE YOUR OWN INCOME!
National Ceme4ery & Funeral Home Company needs
advancement-minded sales reps for immediate entry
into our comprehensive training program
-$40,0004 Income
•Wiekly Bonus Plan
-Company Training
-Advsncerrieni Opportunities
-401K Retirement Plan
•Malor Medical
-No Credit Rejects
-Appointment Generation Programs
You owe it to yourself & your family to find out more. This
could be the last ad call you ever make!

4y0

Call - Fran

502-753-0580

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS

ible

Specializing In

-ray

Managing Stress *Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:

ucky
)1 or
1.

What the mind can cause
The mind can cure.

to

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
FREE CONSULTATION
HC

,
I
inches
gs:ds CALORAD"

ox 9

Feel Great!

1 TBS, Before Sleep With Water

Burn Fat While You Sleep!

Call 1-888-828-THIN
or Fax 901-423-9233
Need Distributors in This Area

)05

Are You Looking For Security? 01

Are you in need of a place to store your
valuables? There's no need to look any
further — we have what you need!
Security Gate • Low Rates

0
0
0
Call Today At
WAREHOUSES 10
0 HEY MINI
Route 121 South, Murray, KY 4207110
State
1850
0
753-5562

-j'1

ary

100%

460

380

Licensed & Insured

Home'
For Sale

Used
Cars

Used
Trucks

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat & appliances Deposit Lease
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
$450/mo 753-7457

7 BRITTANY Spaniel pups
AKC 7•v4'.s good hunting
stock good pets $125
502 395 7793

NEW 3br brick 2 baths
double garage & driveway
North Villa Subdivision Lot
*5, Metcalf Ln 5 miles
north of Murray 437-4783,
753-8237

1990 BUICK Skylark
owner, excellent ruining
condition
$2000
753-0864

1996 DODGE Ram 1500
Series. If you can afford
about $150 a month just to
keep the transmission in
MA truck I have the truck
for you! Purchased new in
Pans, TN Call 492-8488

EMERGENCY Water Removal 24hrs Lees Carpet
Cleaning 763-5827

GETTING a new computer
tot Christmas? Need help
setting it up? Call Justin at
759-8662

NOW renting lbr apartmerits 1608 College Fwm
Rd Stove & refrigerator
furnished $215/mo Call
753-6716 after 5pm
NOW renting 1.2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mix-Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr, Murray, KY
759-4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity
VERY nice 2bir, 14 baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
1 mo deposit. No pets
753-2905, 753-7536
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex Appliances with
washer & dryer furnished
Central hie Extra storage
space $550/mo limo deposit 6yr lease No pets
Call 753-2905 or 753-7536
330

AKC Dalmations 5mo old
1 male, 1 female All shots
& wormed $100 ea
759-1868
AKC Golden Fietiever puppies Ready for Christmas
Champion bloodlines
$150 247-8059
MINIATURE
AKC
PINSCHERS- Adorable
pups SAN, ready to go by
Christmas Also have great
young house pets availReasonable
able
901 -593-0061
AKC Miniature Dachshund
puppies, red, short haired
$150 901-247-3727
AKC registered Chocolate
Lab puppies, 11wks old
$150 5 females 759-4884
DOG obedience classes Or
private Serving Wray 17
years 436-2858
390

Rooms
For Rent

Livestock
SuPPlin

SLEEPING
TOOril
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

FOR Sale Mixed hay round
bales 436-2199
UNITY Hybrid Seed Corn,
948. Single Gross 80,000
kernel bag, sold at SAM'S
Club or buy direct For more
into call 1-800-338-4558

BR, 1 bath, gas heat,
corner of N 7th &
washer- dryer- stove- refrigerator, $290imo. Available now Deposit & references required 762-4483
8am-4pm, 345-2748 after
5pm
2-3BR house, central gas
heat, stove & refrigerator
furnished. $375/mo, 6mo
lease, lmo deposit No
pets. 753-2905, 753-7536
2BR house on lake for rent
$275/mo Call 474-2386
anytime
2BR in Lynngrove & 3br in
Murray_ Lease & deposit
required. Equal Housing
Opportunity, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109.
2BR near university_ No
pets. $350/mo, security deposit. 492-8393.
3-4BR brick home on quiet
dead-end street near MSU.
Stove, refrigerator & dishwasher furnished New
carpet, vinyl & paint.
$550/mo. Call 436-5917.
3BR, 11
/
4 baths, appliances
furnished, central h/a
$550/mo plus deposit
753-5592.
3BR, 2 bath
753-8292

$400/mo.

3BR, 2 baths, 2 car garage.
nice quiet area. 753-1709
see by appointment_
3BR, 5m1 north of Murray
No pets 759-4826
3BR brick, central h/a,
Hazel. Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, gas heat $360/mo
plus deposit 753-9826
4 OR 5br, 1'4 bath, corner
of 5th & Olive Ample parking, gas heat, immediate
occupancy $495Imo + deposit. 762-4483 between
8am-4pm 345-2748, after
5pm.
BEAUTIFULLY decorated
house on large farm in
county '3br, 1 bath with
appliances & wet hook-ups.
$500 per month, includes
lawn mowing & 2 car de,
tached garage Call
753-7463 evenings.
LOVELY, 5br house 2
blocks from University
Available Dec 1 759-2174
after 5p m
LUXURY lakefront con
dominium Fireplace, whirl
pool, full kitchen, satelitte
tv $49/ night Paradise Re
sort, 436-2767 Take ad
vantage of low off season
prices Must mention this
ad!!

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

ANTS

'local And
Out Of State Moving'

Morris Mobile Home Movers

,

Setup & Underpinning

(502) 767-9630

vs

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to..

I

Wiggins Furniture

1,4 ea!
`11,11,..1
..iding
trent
4207 1
100

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon -Fit.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

•

+no-

•
•
• -•
•
• - •
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530

Pots
& Supplies

430
Red
Edits
ALL American Financial
Services, Inc Taking applications for Home Loans,
2nd mortgages & Refinance A,B,C,D credit,
Bankruptcy, Judgementsstill apply with usl! No Cost
to see if what we can do!!!
104 N 5th, Suite 204, Murray,
Kentucky
502-759-8010
or
502-759-8020 Or call toll
tree 888-470-0422
BOTTOM land for sale 93
acres plus 1-5 acres for
building site. Clarks River
near •Almo CaH 436-5099
FOR SALE: 10 plus,
Wooded acres, 5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake Mature trees, private road,
apprx 12 miles east of Murray, $40,000 firm. Will not
divide Serious inquiries
only please Call 474-8704
after 5pm or leave
message.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
LAND For Sale $2200 an
acre North of Murray
Won't last!' 767-9435 or
759-0404

Lake
Property
3 STORY A-FRAME on
Kentucky Lake. 2/3 Bedroom, 1 bath, apprx 1600sq
ft, 24x30 detached 2 car
garage, 24x32 carport,
8x10 shed, all on apprx 1
acre of ground 3 Decks
with view of lake, lake access with private boat ramp
or public boat ramp nearby
Apprx 14 miles East of Murray $95,000 Serious inquiries only Shown by appointrneet Call 474-8704
after 5pm, or leave
message
DOUBLE lot with new septic system, ready for home
or trailer. Located in lake
front subdivision with private boat ramp $9,900
tem. 759-4696

% ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753-2592

1

r
Aware
me for

d90

Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Row

C STORAGE. 10x15 stor
age units, 4th St & Syca
more E Next to Cunning
ham Auto Repair
753-3571
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
753-2905 or
able
753-7536
365
Fe, Sale
Or Lease
GOOSE pit available on
Horselake in Illinois Cal
after 5pm, 753-6773

Pets
& Supplies
4 ENGLISH Setter puppies
8wks registered top qual
!Ty breeding $250 Will hold
for Christmas 436-5002

BY Owner 3br, 14 baths,
2700 sq ft under roof 2
miles from Murray
753-0444
BY Owner 3br brick, I
bath matching brick on
btorage building, 1 5 acre
lot great location with
shade trees Immediate
possession 489-2756

PRICE REDUCED TO
SELL!
GREAT
LOCATION- 804 S 16th St
105X250 beautiful wooded
lot 2,850 sq ft (with possibilities for more) Bonus
room up- 40X12 walkin
attic 3br, 24 bath, 6
closets, 10 rooms, central
H/AC, LR, Dine, den kitchen combo with appliances, fireplace, drapes,
shutters, utility with cabe,
sun-room, patio & 2 car
attached garage Call
759-0700.
PRICE SLASHEDI On 5br,
3 bath brick home in town
with 2 car garage, central
gas h/a, & fireplace
$99,900 Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222
MLS/3001028
REDUCED! $99,900 By
Owner 106 Williams ( 3
blocks to MSU), 2,000 SF
under roof. 3br, 2 baths,
deluxe kitchen w/console,
custom oak cabinets & Corian tops Dishwasher,
microwave, oven & island
range built-in. Fireplace wl
gas logs, 5 ceiling fans, 9
closets, large deck vv/
shade. 767-0895
SECLUDED 2br, 2 bath
cedar sided house with
30'X50' garage on 3 acres
New roof and septic system, private well & all appliances included 7 miles
east of Murray $66,000
436-2902

1997 CAMRY LE black,
excellent condition,
13,XXX miles, $17,800
759-8000 or 435-4649
AUTO LOANS Wheeler
McClain Ford will arrange
financing even if you have
been turned down before
Loans available for 1st time
buyers, bad credit, repo's,
or bankruptcy Call Kenny,
2 4 7- 9 30 0
or
800-874-0256

Vans
1981 FORD 14 ton, extended body, swing out
door on side & rear Make
good service van
489-2112 after 4 30pm

Sin
Services
Offend

FREE WINDOWSl Stock
HANDYMAN Service
well Inc is offering a Winter
Nicks Handy Hands All
Special Buy 5 get 1 Abso
types of home repair &
lutely FREE! Call today for
maintenance No job's too
a FREE Estimate
small 767 0728
Al Al A TREE SERVICE, 753-6585
stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch
hauling & mulch spreading,
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
S02-436-574411

Tree Service

1.-800-54/3-526.2

Al Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray
ing, serving Murray, Gallo
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
21 Hr Service
Hedge Trinuning
Tree Spraying
Tree di Slump
Removal

A&A Lamb Brothers Complete Lawn Care Mowevg
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb 436-5791

A 3600 sq. ft. professional office building
which was completely refurbished in
1992. The remodeling of the office
building was handled by an architect and
features an open floor plan. This is a very
beautiful building and you must see it to
appreciate the architectural design and
decor. Perfect location for either professional or commercial use.

Located in central downtown area
at 304 Maple Street, Murray KY
42071. Shown by appointment
only. (502) 753-1737.

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195
Call

"."

•

,

753-1916 For

Details

Tree Trimming
CLearaip Service
Fial Line of
Eqiiipmeni
Qualitt Sen, e

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAWNETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

OWNER MUST SELL:

FOR SALE OR LEASE

•

mb Brothers

ADAM'S Horne Improve1986 CHEVY van, V6, 43,
ments. Call now for your
$1000
489-2613,
last minute needs for the
8.9m--4pm
HOUDAYS. Repairs, Re1991 MAZDA van, mpv, modeling, Roofing, Con107,XXX miles, 3.0 liter V6, crete, etc Inside or Out
all power , Alloy wheels
No Job Too Small
$6200. 492-8956
759-9906

Home overlooking the 11th Fairway of Oaks
Country Club. Living room, formal dining
room, den, kitchen, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
utility and 2 car detached garage. All very
large rooms. New roof, new gutters, new heat
& air. Has two fireplaces, one with gas log.
Has large patio and upper deck overlooking
golf course. A short walk to clubhouse, tennis
courts and swimming pool.
Phone 800-368-1873
for more information.

GUTTERS West KY
Seamless supplies
screen cleaning & repairs
affordable prices Free esti
mates 753 0278

3-0 DOZING, backhoe,
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969

Classified

NEW 3br. 2 bath in Mattes
Farm Subdivision
489-2671, after 5pm

4

1996 CORSICA Chevrolet,
4dr Sedan, auto Only
$6,XXX miles Price
$7,000 Call 759-4044

EVANS Odd Job Service
Lawn care, landscaping
mulching tree removal
hauling gutter cleaning
etc Free estimate Call
489-2617 leave message
Experienced

1992 DODGE Caravan SE, AFFORDABLE all around
65,XXX miles $7500 Call hauling, junk clean-up,
753-7951
cleaning out sheds, tree •
work. 436-2867.
1992 FORD Aerostar,
97,XXX miles, fib air, am/ ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.
fm cassette $6800 foundations, slabs, sidew470
767-0734
alks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
Iikdorcycles
certified 489-2214.
500
1996 KAWASAKI 300
Used
ALL types of work. Gutters,
Bayou four-wheeler Call
Trucks
brush clearing, tree trim759-4278
1971 CHEVY truck, can be ming, removal, home re1989 YAMAHA BLASTER.
seen a 600 Meadow Lane. pairs, hauling, etc. City &
Good condition $1,000
For information call county 753-2092
436-6026.
753-6249
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur1984 CHEVY Silverado, niture repair & custom
loaded, overdrive trans , woodworking 753-8056
Iwb, 58,XXX actual miles
1984 NISSAN 300ZX good
Very nice tuck. 435-4486, APPLIANCE REPAIRS
condition, 5sp, new clutch, after 5pm or leave Factory trained by 3 major
cold a/c Power windows, message
manufacturers All work
locks & mirrors CD player,
and parts warranted Ask
Fosgate amp, Alpine 1984 CHEVY Silverado, for Andy at The Appliance
speakers $2900 Call loaded, overdrive trans , Works, 753-2455
Iwb, 58,XXX actual miles
759-9901
Very nice truck 435-4486, APPLIANCE REPAIR All
1986 CADILLAC, V8, after 5pm or leave brands, Kenmore 30+
power everything, leather message.
years experience BOBBY
interior, good condition_
HOPPER, 436-5848
1987 Oldsmobile Cutlass 1988 DODGE Dakota,
CrUISEK, V6, power steer- good condition. Call APPLIANCE REPAIR
ing, power brakes, power 753-5136, leave message. PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
windows, good condition
1988 F-350 FORD box van,
Call 759-0275, leave diesel engine, auto, a/c, 502-767-9552.
message
BACKHOE Service- small
good tires, runs good
jobs, driveways, box blade,
1988 FORD Escort, 4dr, $4500 753-2486
auto, a/c, new tires, runs 1989 DAKOTA, needs rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
good $2300 753-2486
transmission Sell reasonBACKHOE Service - ROY
1988 FORD Taurus, high able 474-8855
miles, excellent condition, 1991 WHITE King Cab HILL Septic system, drive$2000 obo Aluminum truck Mazda Automatic, air, p/s, ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 436-2113
tool box, $85 519-1444
92,XXX miles. Super nice.
BOB'S Plumbing Service
$5200 obo. 767-0599
1989 PONTIAC 6000 LE
$1800 obo 753-6105, after 1994 RED Dakota Sport, All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
5 30pm
5sp, V6, air, 74,XXX miles
492-8584
1989 TOYOTA Cam my Wa- $6200 obo. 767-0599_
BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
gon, excellent condition,
USED Truck: 1990 Nissan
V6, all power, a/c. New pick-up, 2WD King Cab, 2 4 Tree removal, dead limbs,
battery, brakes & muffler. Liter 4 Cyl; 5 Spd ; NC, bed trirTirtlift9 759-5353, leave
Book value $4325, will self liner; Camper Top; 113,000 message
$3600. 753-6487, after miles_ Asking $4,200 Cali CARPET AND UPHOL3pm
STERY CLEANED by Cer502-753-0831.
tified Technicians with
1989 SILVER 2dr Grand
MURRAY CARPET & UPPrix $2500 435-4294
HOLSTERY CLEANING.
753-6300 Anytime for Free
Esbrnates!

PRICE REDUCED! Canterbury,1523 Beckett Dr
Approximately 2600sq ft
plus 2 car garage
$139,900 759-4801 or
753-1152 work
!MACULATE 3br, 2 bath
brick quiet city street for
maILR 8 family room large
rear deck country views
nice size bedrooms
Roomy! Nice shade trees
too $90's Must Seel! Call
Barbara, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
(502)753-1492 84003761

1996 CHEVY Beretta,
Z-26, black with tinted win
does & ground effects
45,XXX miles $14 500
obo 436-5950

CARPET CLEANING
Serving Murray for over
25yrs Certified technicians Carpets, upholstery
Free estimates We accept
all major credit cards Lee's
CI•snIng
Carp•I
753-5827

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
MuRRAY Beh,r.d &Any Brita4)
753 5940

409 SUNBURY-

Sign Meadows
Construction
Vinyl Siding • Roofing •
Formica • Concrete Patios
• Sidewalks • Driveways
• Barns • Tobacco • Stock
Barns • House Framing & Finish

492-8723
'SEPTIC TANKS
'LANDSCAPING

WATER DRAINAGE.
HAULING.

BACKHOE AL EXCAVATION
Brad
436-5790

Free Estimates

Jim
.
436-5363

Guaranteed Auto Loans
"Financing For Every One
* Charge Offs
Bad Credit
* Tax Liens
No Credit
* 1st Time Buyers
Bankrupt
Repossessions
* Medical Bills
* Divorced
Slow Pays
WE CAN HELP!
1-800-457-4866 • Call Shawn
or
24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357
New or Used Itite've Got One For You!

*
*
*
*
*

GOiNG—GOING—GON&

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates
Remodeling,fencing, decking, roofing & electrical
489-2832
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing pole barns,
sheds carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753 7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
terns 354 8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vices ''Cleaning- vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mo
bile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502-853 1108
ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construe
bon rewiring mobile home
hookups electrical main*
mince and repair Call any
time Murray. 762 0001.
cells 519 1592

52.15 ACRES
In 9 Mini Tracts
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SAT- DEC. 20TH AT 10:00 A.M.
ED MAWS ESTATE
'ME TO
A Short Drive Northeast Of Murray, Ky.
From Murray, Take Hwy 94 East 9 Miles To Old
Shiloh Road, Proceed West 1/2 Mile To
Property Location!! Signs Posted!!
QUIET COUNTRY LIVING
GREAT NOME SITES • BEAUTIFUL TREES
Country Home - Barn - Fences
Farmland - Meadows - Creeks
Four Tracts Fronting Old Shiloh Rd
6.52 - 7.26 - 9.10 Acre Tracts
Country Home With .53 Acre
Two Tracts Fronting Outland Rd
7.63 Acres - 12-82 Acres
Three Tracts Fronting Hwy 1346
2.75 Acres In Each Tract

„

‘'h

15%1:101NN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!
122 ACRES OF FIRE CURED TOBACCO BASE
605 LBS OF BURLEY TOBACCO POUNDAGE
WILL BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND!!
EFFECTNE 1999 SEASON - FSA FARM a 1489
AMOUNT INDICATED IS 1997 QUOTA!
TOBACCO BASF MUST BE RAID FOR PI FULL SALE DAY!!
SUYEA IOUST MEET CALLOWAY (X' FSA REQUIREMENTS 1 STIPULATIONS!
Auction Highlights '8.4 Chevy Pickup •'77 Ford 3/4 Pickup
• Ford 2 Ben Plow • 3 Pt Disc • 3 PI Bushhog • Manure
SPrisedec • Hay Speer • NH Rake • NH Haybine • JO mower •
Cam 1 Row Picker • Chain Saw • Several Horse Drawn items
•very Nice Team Wagon • Spring wagon Seat • Horse & muie
Gear • Sq Bales Of Hay • 22 Rd Bales Of Hay • Barn Yard
Miscellaneous Comploto SatHeatont Day Of Salo!!
Lewd Paint Co•dd Be Present In My Home Ruh Poor To 197% Mahe NW&
InessMon Bobs Dec 20111 &PM WO Be Rem!To Sign A Disclosure
Walser Far A 10 Des Post Sete Inesscetorrl

JAMES
R. CASH
..---.:::,:::.:,-.-:::"-F.:,',-v
502 623 8466
•
-

[c'
i
''.".P"

K!
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CALL PM DETAILED BROCHURE

•

e

Services
Oilseed

SeriIces
°Herod
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & Insured Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
LAWN Care. Mowing,
mulching, hedge trimming,
fertilizing, leaves. Responsible & dependable. Call
Terry Joe, 753-4679
LEAF RAKING, trenching
& extras Satisfaction guaranteed 436-2102, ask for
Joseph Lamb
LEAF Raking & Odd Jobs
Dependable college students 759-5294
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Carpets, Upholstery Free
estimates 302 S 12th
753-5827

V

530

5.31

530

&MIMI

°INNS

MCDANIEL Construction THE Gutter Co. Seamless
specialises in custom home aluminuin gutter). variety
construction, planning, de- of colors. Licensed, insign modifications and gen- sured. Estimate available
oral construction. Over 758-4690. .
15yrs experience. Fully in- WALTERS Contracting.
sured. Free Estimates Call Free Estimates. Guaran502-436-2766.
teed Quality Work.
PAINTING & staining. In- Licensed & Insured. Over
terior & exterior. Call 20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
436-2101.
decks, remodeling Call
PLUMBING repairs, fast 753-2592.
service. 436-5255
WEST KY Lawn Care. FerROOFING- New roofs, tilizing, liming, aerating,
terroffs, reroots Free esti- mulching, landscaping.
mates 437-4718
Trim shrubs, hauling, leaf
SAVE all your computer clean-up, gutter cleaning
information on one cd to For Free Estimate call
prevent loss. Only $75. Cat 753-9048, leave message.
Justin at 759-8662
WOOD VCR- repairing
STOCKWELL INC. Main- VCR's, Microwaves. Free
tenance FREE Home Sys- estimates. Authorized
,tems. Metal Roofs, vinyl dealer for 18-inch Digital
siding, windows. CALL Satellite & Dish Network.
Free info. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
NOW, 7534585.
753-0530.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
FREE Rembrant piano
753-9826
PUPPIES: 6wks old. Will
In The Classifieds
hold for Christmas. Call
759-1838.

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

Two Americans among
three skydivers killed
Three companions, an AmeriSYDNEY, Australia (AP) can
and two Norwegians, landed
The first skydiving attempt at the
South Pole has ended in tragedy, safely without incident, he said.
The company was still trying
with three jui4ers plunging to
determine what went wrong,
to
their deaths when their paraMcDowell said.
chutes failed to open.
"The three guys were very exThe two Americans and an
Austrian who died Sunday were perienced, with many hundreds of
among six skydivers on a jump jumps each, skydived all round
organized by Adventure Network the world and at the North Pole,"
International, a company that has so they knew about cold-weather
been flying tourists to the South jumping, McDowell said.
Pole since 1988.
A notice circulated to U.S. AnThis was billed as the first pri- tarctic staff by the U.S. National
vate skydiving jump ever made at Science Foundation representathe South Pole, near Amundsen- tive at McMurdo Station, forwarded to The Associated Press,
Scou station.
The company refused to re- provided this account:
The skydivers made their atlease names of the victims pendtempt Sunday morning from a
ing notification of relatives.
But a Seattle TV station and Twin Otter aircraft, the type ANI
newspaper reported that Steve usually uses to fly tourists to the
Mulholland, a 36-year-old resi- South Pole for a quick visit.
Three chutes failed to open,
dent of Seattle, was killed.
Mulholland was a former em- and the South Pole doctor and
ployee of Antarctic Support As- emergency team found the bodies
sociates, the civilian contractor after a short search.
that supplies and staffs U.S. AnAdventure Network flew the
tarctic bases, and one of the orga- bodies and survivors out later
nizers of the South Pole skydiv- Sunday to their base camp at Pating trip.
riot Hills, between the Ellsworth
The other American killed was Mountains and the Ronne Ice
Ray Miller Jr., 43, a veteran sky- Shelf on the South American side
diver from Tiffin, Ohio, two Ohio of Antarctica.
From there they will return to
newspapers said todaty, quoting
Punta Arenas, Chile, where ANI
his wife.
has an office. They also have an
All the jumpers were men, Michael McDowell of Adventure office in London.
Adventure Network has no
Network International said by
connection with the U.S. Antarctelephone.
tic Program or National Science
The six jumped from a Twin
Otter aircraft at about 8,500 feet, Foundation.
In addition to the South Pole
McDowell said.
Two hit the ground without fights, it also organizes mountain
their parachutes ever opening, climbing expeditions and visits to
and the chute on the third did not penguin rookeries.
Because no nation owns Anopen fully, McDowell said.
tarctica, private companies may
organize expeditions to any part
of the continent they can reach.

Society
inducts
students

T.41

WASHINGTON (AP)- Dorothy Height gave up the president's chair at the National
Council of Negro Women over
the weekend, but at age 85 two decades after many stop
working - the civil rights activist isn't retiring.
She's not stepping down. She's
stepping up to chairman of the
organization that has an outreach
to 4 million black women.
"I hope not to work this hard
all the rest of my life," she said
in an interview. "But whether it
is the council, whether it is somewhere else, for the rest of my
life, I will be working for equality, for justice, to eliminate racism, to build a better life for our
families and our children."
She paused and then added 10
words that sum up her resolution.
"This is my life's work,"
Height said softly, as if sharing a
secret. "It is NOT a job."
Using a wheelchair for long
distances but otherwise in good
health, Height plans to stay at the
council, steer its $30 million
fund-raising campaign and continue to work with the board to
improve the quality of life for
black families, women and
children.
She's been a stalwart warrior
for civil rights for decades.
"She is certainly one of the social architects of this century,"
says C. DeLores Tucker, chairwoman of the National Political

Congress Of Black Women.
"She's an icon to all AfricanAmerican women.
"I call Rosa Parks the mother
of the civil rights movement,"
Tucker said of the woman who
galvanized the movement in 1955
when she refused to give up her
seat on a Montgomery, Ala., bus.
"Dorothy Height is the queen."
As a teen-ager in the 1930s,
Height marched in New York's
Times Square shouting, "Stop
the lynching." In the 1950s and
1960s, she was the only woman
who helped the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. and other leading
activists orchestrate the civil
rights movement.
Height, then in her 50s, was on
the platform at the Lincoln Memorial, sitting only a few feet
from King when he gave his famous "I have a dream" speech at
the March on Washington in
1963.
"He spoke longer than he was
supposed to speak," Height said.
But after he was done, it was
clear King's speech would echo
for generations, she said. "You
knew it had to because it gripped
everybody."
Height noted there were no
women speakers at the historic
civil rights rally. Gospel singer
Mahalia Jackson, who sang the
"Star-Spangled Banner" was the
only female voice heard that day.
"Today that would not happen,"
she said.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
Dec. 9, 1997:
You are likely to manifest more of
your desires, but you might become
a big spender in the process. Change
your financial history, or plan to
earn more money. You have much
charisma and the ability to adapt.
Others respond to your charm and
personality. Emphasize better communications and greater happiness.
If you are single, meeting someone
isn't hard; making the right decision
and choosing the correct person are
the nuts to crack.

American attitudes have
changed since then too, she said.
"Today's climate is tot like
the righteous indignation that you
felt in a nation after the March on
Washington when people of all
races and creeds and colors were
walking together," Height said.
"We don't have that climate
now. We're seeing a rise in hate
groups. We're seeing affirmative
action challenged. We're seeing
people talk about reverse
discrimination."
Today, Height said, the civil
rights movement is on the defensive while institutional racism
and sexism and the economic
position of the black family are
issues at the forefront.
"We have come a long way,
but too many people are not better off," she said.
Height was born in Richmond,
Va., on March 24, 1912. She attended public schools in Rankin,
Pa., near Pittsburgh, where her
family moved when she was four.
She earned bachelor's and master's degrees from New York
University and did postgraduate
work at Columbia University and
the New York School of Social
Work.
In 1937, she met Mary
McLeod Bethune, founder and
president of the Harlem YWCA
who was escorting Eleanor
Roosevelt into a meeting of the
National Council for Negro Wo-

men. Height eventualty rose to
leadership roles in both organizations; she has been president of
the council since 1957.
"She believes in consensus
building," said Rep. John Lewis,
D-Ga., who was the national
chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, a
leading civil rights group of the
1960s. "She was always pushing,
'Don't forget the women. Don't
underestimate the power of
women.'
"When the drama and the
headlines were gone, she came
into Mississippi and started a
housing program and taught lowincome people how to raise
pigs."
.Height is persuasive, adaptable, constantly leaning and caring. She said, though, that people
often feel that she needs to be
more aggressive.
"It's a question of how you
define aggressive," said Labor
Secretary Alexis Herman, who
lives in the same apartment building as Height and exchanges her
greens for the older woman's
sweet potato pudding. "Her style
has always been one of reason
and wisdom."
If Height is not aggressive, she
is persistent.
"If my phone rings at 6:30
a.m. I know it's Dorothy," Herman said. "She has a saying: 'If
the time is not ripe, we have to
ripen the time."
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Friends say Carneal family esteemed
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)- Like
pieces of a complicated puzzle,
police are trying to put together a
complete picture of Michael Carneal's 'life.
Investigators say the work
might explain why the 14-yearold Heath High School freshman
would open fire on 'a prayer
group in the school's lobby last
Monday, killing three classmates
and wounding five others.
Some of the pieces have become common knowledge. He is
the son of a rock -solid
McCracken County family. He is
"fidgety" and "hyperactive."
He is bright and slight of stature.
He once watched a movie in
which a teen-age boy dreamed
about killing classmates in
school. He stole a cache of weapons and ammunition from a
neighbor's garage on Thanksgiving Day.
Other, more intimate pieces
have emerged, as well.
One family friend says the
Carneals spent a quiet holiday
weekend and, the night before the
shooting rampage, the boy sat on
the floor and played chess with
his father.
Michael liked to spend time on
the Internet and his name can be
found on a skateboarders' bulletin board there.
Carneal is charged as a juvenile with murder, attempted murder and burglary for allegedly
stealing the guns. Commonwealth's Attorney Timothy Kaltenbach said he will seek the
maximum penalty, life without

the possibility of parole for 25
years. No one younger than 16
can be executed under Kentucky's death penalty law.
The boy's parents, John and
Ann Carneal, have been overwhelmed with interview requests.
Connie Chung called and left her
home number at the Carneal
house, and one network news
crew that fouad the front door
slightly ajar tromped straight into
their living room. So far, the
family has declined.
Both parents are McCracken
County natives, and married at
age 21 in 1971. Both have been
dependable volunteers for their
church and their children's
schools.
"I've never doubted a thing
the man has told me in 17 years
of practicing law," said a frequent courtroom adversary of
John Carneal's, Rick Walter.
Carneal represents primarily
plaintiffs in civil cases; Walter,
primarily defendants. But Walter
said Cameal's nature has kept
their professional antagonism in
its place.
"No matter how things get in a
courtroom or in a deposition between us, he always has a sense
of being able to put things in
their perspective," Walter said.
Ann Carneal frequently can be
found helping with the Christmas
play at St. Paul Lutheran Church
or the school band boosters'
fund-raisers. And his sister,
Kelly, is a senior at Heath High
School who, according to Principal Bill Bond, may emerge as

HOROSCOPES

The Gamma Beta Phi Society at
Murray State University inducted
138 new members into their organization this fall, including nine from
Murray. The induction ceremony
was held in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
Gamma Beta Phi is a national
collegiate honor and service organization. New inductees must meet
the initial requirement for membership by attaining a scholastic ranking within the top 10 percent of their
class.
Students from Murray include:
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
• Jason B. Barneu, senior, son of **** You are personality-plus,
J.L. and Barbara Barnett.
though temper can get out ofcontrol.
• Amelia A. Davis, senior, Friends make you grin; news comes
daughter of Cadelia Davis.
through that slices the pie of life in
• Debra Day, junior.
a new way.Prepare forswift changes,
• Sabrina Danielle Glover,sopho- major hoopla and new vision. Get
more, daughter of Jere Glover and some exercise to work through exDan Glover.
cess energy.Tonight:Call your shots.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
• Adam Hlava, freshman.
• Rebecca Hubbard, sophomore, *** Listen to whispers in the backdaughter of Ronnie and Mary Sue ground but don't necessarily honor
or act upon them.Tempers rage; you
Hubbard.
• Rachel A. Hutson, sophomore, might think someone has caught a
daughter of Ronnie and Sue Anne 'madness* disease. Be wise; pull
yourself out, and don't be a player.
Hutson.
You
can make money from an in• Malia Rat Schmidt, junior,
vestment. Tonight: Smile inside.
daughter of Richard and Maribeth GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Schmidt.
***** Everyone likes to be a win• Rhea Ann Wright, sophomore, ner,including you! When a partner's
daughter of Rheamond and Anna lack ofcooperation threatens an idea,
Wright.
you kick hard. The good news? You
will win.But at whatcost? Step back
to view the big picture before behaving in an inappropriate manner
Tonight: Let off steam!

SUBSCRIBE

Black woman leader gets new title

CANCER June 21 -July 22)
**** Sometimes, as hard as you
try to keep work, personal interactions and disc sions under control,
flames erupt. Thankfully, you are a
good firefighter,and can handle what
others present to you. Work provides security and an anchor for you.
Tonight: Stay in the limelight.
LEO July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Let your imagination soar,
and reach out for others. When someone lights your fuse,remember there
are many ways of handling it. Use
your remarkable imagination and
sunny personality to find resolution.
A partner is putty in your hands.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You can't help it-a flirtatious moment comes to you. Taking
risks, though at times healthy, can
be dangerous in the wrong realms.
Take care of yourself by avoiding
any wild gambles. Yourjoyous manner and ways lure others in. Tonight: Give in to another.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Center on family, and what
is important to you. Solid values will
empower you. Use them to create
what you want. Mobilize your anger,
but don't unleash it. You have some
excellent points to make; make sure
others hear them clearly. Tonight:
Hanging out is easy to do.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You are aiming in the right
direction, and creating good things
from your verbal skills and enthusiasm. Do you notice a low frustration
level? Some exercise or stress reduction might be in order. Have a discussion with someone who understands you.Tonight:Chitchat away.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Expenses are high,if you want
to see desires happen. A friend triggers costs you hadn't anticipated.
Career matters flourish, as you use
your instincts to make things happen. In the face of rising costs, make
money and extend your professional
horizons. Tonight: Go shopping.

valedictorian of the Class of '98.
Paducah businessman Don Dixon, another friend of the family,
,
also portrayed Carneal as a man
close to, and quite involved with,
his only son. Whenever Dixon
would call Carneal at night and
ask what he was doing, Carneal
would invariably reply, "Oh, I'm
just sitting here playing a game
with Mike," or, "Oh, Mike and I
are just doing something."
On Sunday night, their final
father-son activity was the chess
game, Dixon said.
The Cameals' friends are confused about where Michael developed an interest in, and knowledge of, guns. Dixon said John
Carneal owns what he believes
are "two old shotguns," has no
shells for them in the house, and
has never fired them with his son.
Dixon speculated that one
place where Carneal could have
developed such ideas would be
the Internet. The Cameal family
apparently used computers with
some frequency, and the youth
spent time online.
Apparently, Carneal posted
comments last March on a inlineskating and skateboarding enthusiasts' Web page called Teamadventure. The page asks for
readers to respond with their favorite music and magazines. A
message from "Michael Carneal," who identified himself as
a 14-year-old skateboarder from
Paducah, Ky., said the skating
magazines he reads are
"Thrasher" and "Slap," and the
music he prefers is "alternative."
On this site Carneal used the
nickname "loco."

Details. Lots of details. But all
are simply portions of the larger
picture - a complicated puzzle
that has left the family's friends
bewildered.
"None of this fits," said
Chuck Walter, a 36-year-old Paducah lawyer - and brother of
Rick Walter - who taught Michael in confirmation classes and
describes himself as close to, and
fond of, the boy. "I can't say
anything that would bring any
understanding to this."
Dixon agreed wholeheartedly.
"It's the damnedest thing I've
ever seen. There were no red
flags."
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CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $1101mo
to

$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
Homeowners Only

NATIONWIDE
LENDING CORPORATCN
Hours: lam - 9prn
Loans Shown
Based on 11.99% 20 yr.
TIMM at 12.39% APR
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We're Not Just A Superb Fitness Center...
-After School Care
•Teen Center

We Offer;
•Senlor Water Fitness Class
•Day Camps (when school's out)

Murray Family YMCA
753-4295
1510 Chestnut St.

-OR-

Nv

759-YMCA .209 N. 12th St. Murray

But come use our Fitness Centers to get in shape for the holidays!

Kentucky Farm Bureau
753-4703
ANNUITIES

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Develop different points of
view. Discussions need to be direct
yet creative. Another might do whatever he needs to get matters under
control. Follow through on business
12 Months
and money management. Honor a
als Sorrt-thrhir keg.. %pplt
trusted partnership. Tonight: Let
•1Istt 1t.itlabir V. 1k.',.
another come to you.
:quart
"(Pi
(MOM Kr Inuor /Nen IN Malmo"
Alexamier
Corn.'IiSO It
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A grumpy partner could once
more trigger passionate reactions
E111111
41
,1
1
from you. What you say might be
•••r
64-.1 111(••••••• ••••1.•••"••••11.4
I
memorable yet disastrous. But
'
GENERAL • MICHELIN
standing up for yourself is important. Spruce up your communica0.11.141
0
Open Saturdays Until Noon frog -3*-•
ii ilt.ji
tion skills, and there will be positive
responses. Tonight: Adore someone.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 2.1),
*** Recognize that you're Slightly
cc
.4
more uptight than usual, and you
East Main • 753-5606
might feel out ofcontrol. Take a long The Stars Show the Kind of Day
walk at lunch,and think about what You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; x..10,11
F IRE STONE • BF GOODRICH
is good in your life. Finances are 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult,
;l
j
;“015
••• as.
your strong suit. Build a stronger
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-- •security base for yourself.
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LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Dr. Bruce Chamberlain, director of Choral Activities at Murray
State University, is pictured leading the MSU Concert Choir during "Hanging of the Green"
Christmas ceremony on Dec. 6 at
CurriS Center.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
won the overall prize of $100 at
the Murray Rotary Club Christmas Parade on Dec. 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Dolphus Wilson
will be married 50 years Dec. 11.
Murray State University Racers
beat Christian Brothers College
82 to 69 in a basketball game atRacer Arena. Jeff Martin was
higher scorer for Murray.
Twenty years ago
Pictured are Jean Blankenship,
Calloway Red Cross Director,
and Stuart Poston, MurrayCalloway County Hospital Administrator, presenting pins to
Clyzell Falwell for 15 years and
Della Taylor for 17 years as Red
Cross volunteers at the local hospital at the awards banquet at
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Estelle Spiceland writes -about
an old fashioned "Hog Killing"
day held at the home of Billy
Kingins in her column, "Down
Concord Way."
Thirty years ago
A vocational school has been
approved for Murray and Calloway County by the Kentucky
Board of Education. The school
will cost $400,000.
Capt. Donald T. Duke, son of
Mr. and Mrs. L.O. Duke, is serving with the Armed Forcesd at
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TODAY IN HISTORY

Nha Trang Air Base, Vietnam.
Births repngted include a _boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Max Dowdy,
Nov. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Guthrie and
children, David, Dennis, and
Donna, of Livonia, Mich., have
been the guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Guthrie.
Forty years ago
Sam Crass, Hal Houston, and
Frank Miller, all of Murray, are
among the 31 students at Murray
State College named to Who's
Who Among Colleges and Universities for 1957-58.
Wells Overbey has been named
as city, attorney by the Murray
City Council.
More than 500 persons toured
Holiday House at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. I. Wells Purdom,
North 10th Street, on Dec. 3 from
2 to 10 p.m. The event was sponsorted by the Rose and Garden
Club.
Fifty years ago
An iron lung has been donated
to Murray Hospital Association
by the Kentucky Chapter of National Foundation of Infantile Paralysis. Murray Rotary Club and
Calloway County Chapter of
March of Dimes started a drive
about a year to obtain an iron
lung for Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. C.W. McClure,
Dec. 4; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Stout and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Coffield Vance, Dec. 5.
Patricia Parker and John E.
Prothro were married Nov. 25 at
Tyler, Texas.
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
DEAR ABBY. You opened a can
Today...is Monday, Dec. 8, the 342nd day of 1997. There are 23 days' of worms by-printing the letter from
"Suspicious in Illinois" about her
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
• belief that "groups of men. who fill
stadiums" are told to "be in control
On Dec. 8, 1941, the United States entered World War II as Conof every major facet of life." She is
gress declared war against Japan, a day after the attack on Pearl
obviously talking about the Promise
Harbor.
Keepers organization that literally
On this date:
saved my marriage, but she needs
In 1776, George Washington's retreating army in the American Reto get her facts straight. The main
volution crossed the Delaware River from New Jersey to
objective of the Promise Keepers is
Pennsylvania.
to be men of integrity, men who
can be trusted to do what they say
In 1854, Pope Pius IX proclaimed the dogma of the Immaculate
- starting at home with their
Conception.
families.
In 1863, President Lincoln announced his plan for the ReconstrucMy husband reluctantly went to
tion of the South.
a Promise Keepers rally in Seattle a
In 1886, the American Federation of Labor was founded at a confew years ago. When he came home
vention of union leaders in Columbus, Ohio.
he was a changed man. He said
In 1949, the Chinese Nationalist government moved from the Chinthey spent an entire afternoon on
ese mainland to Formosa as the Communists pressed their attacks. "how to honor your wife," and he
worked hara'to live up to what he
Five years ago: Americans got to see live television coverage of
learned - like really listening
had
U.S. troops landing on the beaches of Somalia as Operation Restore
to me, spending time alone with me
Hope began (because of the time difference, it was early December
(outside the bedroom), and insisting
ninth in Somalia).
that the kids respect my decisions.
One year ago: The Serbian Supreme Court ruled against opposition
Our marriage immediately took
parties who said Slobodan Milosevic had robbed them of an election
a turn for the better. We still have
our troubles, but because of Promise
victory in Belgrade.
Keepers we're working them out.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director Richard Fleischer ("Tora! bra!
I'm glad my man is a Promise Keepbra!") is 81. Actor-director Maximilian Schell is 67. Comedian Flip
er!
Wilson is 64. Actor David Carradine is 61. Actor James MacArthur is
JANE CULBERTSON,
60. Flutist James Galway is 58. Singer Jerry Butler is 58. Pop musiLAKE OSWEGO,ORE.
cian Bobby Elliott (The Hollies) is 55. Actor John Rubenstein is 51.
Rock singer-musician Gregg Allman is 50. Rock singer-musician Ray
DEAR JANE:The vast majority of the mail I have received
Shulman (Gentle Giant) is 48. Actress Kim Basinger is 44. Rock muabout the Promise Keepers has
sician Warren Cuccurullo (Duran Duran) is 41. Rock musician Phil
come from enthusiastic wives
Cullen (Def Leppard) is 40. Country singer Marty Raybon (Shenansuch as yourself. Read on:
doah) is 38. Rock musician Marty Friedman (Megadeth) is 35. Actor
Malcolm Gets ("Caroline in the City") is 34. Actress Ten Hatcher is
DEAR ABBY: My husband
33. Rapper Bushwick Bill (The Geto Boys) is 31. Singer Sinead
belongs to that group "Suspicious"
O'Connor is 31. Actor Matthew Laborteaux is 31. Rock musician
says preach that men should control every major facet of life. She's
Ryan Newell (Sister Hazel) is 25.
wrong, Abby. They aren't male
Thought for Today: "Unfilled ground, however rich, will bring
supremacists.
forth thistles and thorns; so also the mind of man." - St. Teresa of
Frankly, any group that helps
Avila, Spanish Carmelite nun (1515-1582).
my husband grow spiritually and

brings him closer to me I will sup
port 100 percent. Marriage is very
difficult in this age, and we need all
the help %wean get.
handle the finances in my family because I'm better at it than my
husband, and we're partners who
use each other's abilities to build a
successful marriage.
HAPPY MY HUSBAND KEEPS
HIS PROMISES, NORFOLK, VA.
DEAR HAPPY: If you are
handling the finances, you
would hardly qualify as a subjugated woman. Thank you for
the input. Read on:

DEAR ABBY: I have just
returned from serving as a volunteer for one of those conferences
that "fills stadiums full of men." I
heard 100 percent OrWhat was said
during a two-day Promise Keepers
conference of about 55,000 men,
which my husband and several
friends attended.
At no time were the men told
they should be in control of every
major facet of life. No male
supremacy messages were given at
all. They were instructed to give
that control to their Maker and
God.
All day long I assisted attendees
as they purchased T-shirts, caps,
books and tapes to take home to
their families. The men treated me
with the utmost respect and honor,
thanking me for my willingness to
volunteer my time. They spoke of
their wives with love and respect.
Nothing was said or done that was
in any way demeaning or condescending to women. The Bible was
used as the source for all instruction. The Bible speaks of the leadership of men, but never in such a
way as to put down women.
My husband and I have just celeDAILY COMICS
CONTRACT BRIDGE
brated 30 years of marriage. When
he began to assume his God-given
BLONDIE
North dealer.
There was nothing much to the responsibilities, our marriage
Both sides vulnerable.
play.The ace ofspades was led and improved. We have worked together
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cards
South
by
held
the
COUNTS!
NEW YED52.21
CHERYL CRAIN,
4 A 10 9
•KJ8653 American pair of Ron Von der
LEWISVILLE,TEXAS
•J 10 8 3 2
Porten and Lew Mathe. The bid•5
•4
•K
ding started in a highly unusual
DEAR CHERYL AND THE
Q 10 86
+KJ 932 fashion when all four players in MANY WOMEN
WHO WROTE
SOUTH
turn bid spades:
IN SUPPORT OF PROMISE
•4
NortH East
South West
KEEPERS: Thank you for your
k 2.•AKQ 97
Pass
2•
3•
4•
heartfelt input. I learn from my
•A 10 98 7 3 2
5•
Pass
6•
Dble
readers every day, as my read4Redble
CATHY
ers say they learn from me, and
The bidding:
The two spade opening by I thank you for your candor.
WHERE'S THE ESCRUITOR ??
North East
I CAN'T FIND THE EScALATOR! BUT FIRST I NEED A LADIES'
South West
Walter Avarelli, playing the RoEVERYTHING I NEED 15 ON
TRAPPED, SPIRALING END- ROO(I! THE LADIES' ROOM'S ON
Pass
1•
2 1,
Dble
man Club system with his favorite
IKE SECOND FLOOR DOES ANy_
LESSLY IN AN ACRE OF
THREE! WHERE'S THE ESCAPass
2•
3•
3•
partner, Giorgio Belladonna,indiDR. GOTT
ONE KNOW WHERE 'MEV HID
PINE-SCENTED POTPOURRI! I'M
LATOR ID THREE ?? I RE4•
4•
5•
cated a hand containing at least
THE ESCALATOR ??!
CHOKING FOR AIR I CAN'T
RISE TO DIE UNTIL .1 CAN
Opening lead-ace of spades.
spades
five
and at least four clubs. By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
BREATHE! GASP:* CH0KIN6
USE THE LADIES' ROOM!
Mathe showed a powerful hand
SP1RALINCr rrti 60670 DIE CLEAR AWAY THIS YULEThis hand was played in 1962 by cuebidding spades directly.BelDEAR DR. GOTT: I am taking the
IN& FOR THE EseAurmz., TIDE DEBRIS AND &ET
during the world championship ladonna raised his partner to four
ME OM AN ESCALRTOR
match between Italy and the spades in an effort to 'cramp the antioxidants vitamin C, vitamin E and
chaparral tea. Is there any harm in
ID
EE !!
United States.
bidding, and Von der Porten then this?
At the first table,the American bid five spades, asking Mathe to
DEAR READER: This is the sevEast (Charles Coon) opened the bid a slam in his best suit.
,
"
enth in my series on herbal remedies.
bidding with one spade. South
Mathe obliged by bidding six
Many people believe that taking
(Pietro Forquet) overcalled with diamonds, which Belladonna
two hearts, which West (Eric doubled. Von der Porten, showing antioxidant vitamins will help protect
Murray) doubled for penalties. complete faith and confidence in against cancer and heart disease.
FOR HE i'1
Vitamins C and E are relatively
or FOR ‘VORSE
Coon, having opened on sub-par Mathe's earlier cuebid, redoubled. innocuous. Chaparral
isn't.
values,couldn'tallow the double to
Belladonna, knowing his part• I WISH T-HE_S_ GOYS WHAT ARE- you DOING
lT'S 13E71E13 W11.-N
Taken
as
a
tea
made
from a desert
stand and retreated to two spades. ner had club strength, decided to
WOULD C;ET P\ NEW ENNOW?)
EVERyTHING IS'HANDS
shrub found 'in Mexico and the
Forquet then bid three dia- lead a club. As a result, Mathe American
LARGER.Tki ONE HAS
--- DARKENIN&
ON"
Southwest,
is
monds and eventually arrived at made all 13tricks and scored 2,180 promoted by health-food chaparral
To t3E_ 20 -i'EARS OLD!
THE MAIN IMAGE
purveyors as
A u-t-iLE..
five diamonds after North(Benito points to produce the largestsingle an antioxidant. However, it is a dan
Garozzo) had raised the suit.
gain ofthe entire 144-board match. gerous drug that can poison the liver
Tomorrow:Card reading.
Therefore, most authorities discourage its use. Of the 13 cases of chaparral-related liver toxicity reported to
the Food and Drug Administration.
CROSSWORDS
two patients suffered massive liver
failure and required transplants.
cuckoos
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Don't use chaparral; it's too danger42 Mature
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flogulewr
Meir
A f60,1
DEAR DR. GOTT: At 76, I am
Entertainer
27
CAF1.041-KT
1141r4S
active, but my sports schedule is
- Sumac
severely hampered by bad arthritis
29 Actress
pain. My doctor has prescribed
Charlotte 31 Most
Voltaren. Although I have experidepressing
enced some relief. I am concerned
33 House of
about the long-term use of this mediParliament
cine.
attraction
DEAR READER: As well you might
. (2 wds)
be.
34 Alphabet
PEANUTS
sequence
Voltaren is classified as a "nons36 Deceived
teroidal anti-inflammatory drug"
37
or
Gibbs
LUCY SAID IF I NEED
THAT'S THE FIRST TIME
(along with Indocin, Lodine and many
Maples
TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS TO BUY
others). Although very useful in conI'VE EVER SEEN HIM
39 Ventilates
PE66YJEAN A CIIRISIMAS PRESENT
trolling arthritis pain, NSA1Ds all
41 Dispatches
SPILL
PI5 WATER 121514
43 God (Latin)
have the same drawback: They can
I SHOULD SELL MY D06...
44 Pack away
cause peptic ulcers which may bleed,
47 Caviar
leading to life-threatening hemor48 - Lanka
rhage
51 Danson ID
53 Nugent ID
A product called Cytotec is marketed to prevent this complication. Ask
your doctor about it. Cytotec, although
expensive, may permit you to continue using Voltaren without fear of
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES "‘

Martial Arts
is the perfect gift...
it lasts a lifetime!
Gift Packet
Includes:
FOCUS
RESPECT
SELF DISCIPLINE

Christmas House...
• Over 150 Christopher Radko Designs
* Dickens Village * Snow Village
•Snow Babies
* Buyers Choice Carolers

Then Stop By The Patio Shoppe...

7531111

te4!.
tt%

* Theme Trees 4 Great Gift Ideas
Ornaments & Other Decorations

1413 Olive
Blvd.
Murray

•

's for the Holidays
Hoffman
9.11.' •
,
• NI
p.m.. Sun.
INN

.12 p.m.-4 p.m.

UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL

ion

OURS ALONE! JUST FOUND I'm
21 New 1997 Kawasaki 300 Deluxe 4-wheelers

Shop your local
merchants
this holiday season
for the best selections,
prices and ideas,

Men's Dress Shirts
P.

Values To $49 NOW

$29.50

(Excluding Tommy Hilfigee)

Stored at the Nebraska factory. Yes these beautifut
machines were lost in inventory for 1 year and Kawasaki let
Spencer at Town & Country Kawasaki here in Murray have
all 21. These 4-wheelers are not stripped but offer you
Bayou 300 -11
1. All racks & hitch.
2. Choice of red or blue.
3. Easy turn diff. lock.
4. Four shock system for
easy ride.

Plus you get a $500.00 discount which
means you pay only $3,995.00
P.S. To rescue yours orget easy financing call Kathy at 753-8078
and give your standard credit application today!
P.P.S. If bank approves you pay $395 down and get a low $95.0C
'nontly payment.
11•••••••••••• a.
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411 _,AU
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MACKaWaSaki
Let the good times roll.

Open Sundays 1-5, Nightly til 7:00
•
From Dec. lst-23rd
V isa-MC-Discoyer-Corn-Austi

1

.......•••

/ ..

Draw Your
Discount From Our
Christmas Tree

St. Nick's Special Picks
Key Polar King
• Coveralls
• Overalls

Val
••••••
•110.1•10 ARM MI Yr
00 pew...
NV roe nOalr •••••••14.• No.. MP
MIN yam.••••••••=•••4.
MM.111.10.OW,
•1///./.
111.m.•• loam
•alMINO ••••• •11. NI MM. MN=
*was m1 41101 Ow. N. •••• am. in ••••• ••••••

• Hoods
• Jackets

10% - 50%

(For Adults 81. Children)

OFF

Oilskins of the Outback Duster
Northerner Insulated Boots

at
•••.

ZaCe

SOUTHERN STATES

444.4ie

luLhiJe Shopping (enter
Mon-Sat 9-5
753-14ci-

...

10
00

After bolus
holiday shopping

by appointment
only!

Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1423

•
atsmorio-

Delightful
-1`

Gift Baskets
For All Your
Friends & Family

Fill Your Baskets With A
Delicious Selection of Goodies!

01

*Country Fresh Fudge made with real cream & butter
- *Jams & Jellies
*Dried Nuts & Fruits
--') *Homemade Breads
*Homemade Chocolates
Open Tues.-Wed. 10-6,

For Santa
To Rest His
The Se°5(14." 4111;
:
1"1:41°
--,,kill Weary Bones!
„Ilk,
vrs : 1:11114,..

4

ha
clr it'11111"1"
Come in
effAe
4r7+:I AM%
and see 'NIII*11/114='',111°44,4 . selection
of
mlf, log 'i
OUI
ft:
4**-ll1
14, , .141
. "4 .......""..L„.111. .1'1,1,,1 recliners!
at limit"PM I 100.1
I OW
great ,
tiynis ARNO Too.? .
IPIIIII-10, i‘-:pmila.‘
bat'
PI

702 N.
12th St.
(JCPenney
Center)
763-4663

Thurs & Fry 10-8, Sat. 11-8

1642 State Rte 121 N.
Murray
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SUPERSTORE

Mon.-Fri.
10-6
Sat.
10-4

Wishes Begin with
Vintage Rose Emporium

Christmas

Churchill Weavers Throw for Dad
Crabtree & Evelyn for Mom

Puppets and Stuffed Animals for the Kids
Vera Bradley Handbag for Grandmother
Virginia Metalcrafters Sundial for Grandfather

i3ooks,

*Sterling Silver *Watches
*14 Kt. Gold & More
Wrap Up Your Holiday Shopping With Us!

for the Neighbors

Finer Gifts'
Bridal Registry
Ill sth 4th St
On the Court Square
to 6 p.m.

301 North 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071 • (502)767-0760

• Massage Therapy • Facials • Hair Care • AVEDATM Products
• Manicures • Pedicures • Aromatherapy • Sugaring

**

* *****

MONESSEN
For The
Holidays...
Warm up this
season with a
beautiful fireplace
and gas logs from
Monessen.

The Pertiret Gift!

Silver Picture Frame for Aunt
Whole Bean Gourmet Coffee

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Monday Saturday 10 A Al to 9 p.m. — Sunday 12:30 p.m.

The Essential. Day Spa

MURRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY

Inc.

296 E. Main • 753-3361

Oren Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00

Phone 759-21(tO

4.-

*Energy Efficient
*Beautiful
Realistic Logs
*Available In
Natural or LP
*Easily Installed

